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ABSTRACT 
"FOR SUCH IS A FRIEND NOW": REFLECTION AND REVISION IN 
SHAKESPEARE'S COMIC FRIENDSHIPS 
by Leah Rainell Boudreaux 
December 2010 
In early modem England, "friendship" was a term both flexible and deeply 
fraught. It could apply to a wide range of relationships, including, for example, those 
between family members, lords and tenants, or male members of the aristocracy. The 
ideals associated with friendship at that time had a profound impact on the way that the 
relationship was represented both in a historical and literary sense. During that time, 
William Shakespeare crafted remarkable and resonating depictions of friendship which 
have endured the through the ages. The distinction between Shakespeare's work and the 
work of other early modem writers lies in the fact that Shakespeare, more than his 
contemporaries, tests all the tenets of friendship available in the early modem period. He 
ultimately rejects some of those principles and in the process creates his own unique 
vision of true friendship from the remnants of those models. It is a vision that comes 
closer to the classical philosophy of friendship than any other available in the early 
modem period, but also surpasses the ancient model by allowing friendship to blossom in 
new, unexpected, and radical ways. 
ii 
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INTRODUCTION: FRIENDSHIP IN EARLY MODERN ENGLAND 
It is a platitude, and none the less true for that, that we need to have an ideal in 
our minds with which to test all realities. But it is equally true, and less noted, that 
we need to have a reality with which to test ideals. 
-G. K. Chesterton, Alarms and Discursions 
Even the most cursory reading of Shakespeare's comedies reveals that 
friendship-both the philosophy and practice-------<;aptivated a playwright who infused his 
work with questions about friendly relations, not only because friendship was personally 
important but also because it mattered to everyone else. Friendship, unlike select political 
or economic relationships, concerns nearly all characters across Shakespeare' s canon. 
The prominence and success of romantic love is peculiar to the comedies. War and 
politics dominate the histories and tragedies. Yet the risks, rewards, and ultimately the 
necessity of true friendship arise in all three genres. Tom MacFaul asserts that when 
Amiens says in As You Like It that "most friendship is feigning," he also suggests 
''therefore that some true friendship remains somewhere" (1). This search for 
Shakespeare' s vision of true friendship-one that stands apart from the dominant models 
of friendship available in early modem England-represents the chief objective of this 
thesis. 
Before discussing friendship in the work of Shakespeare, however, it is logical to 
examine the meanings of friendship in the early modem context. Such a survey is 
undeniably complicated because early modem texts present varying models of friendship, 
and the ideas about friendship set forth in these texts do not necessarily affirm a common, 
2 
much less universal, understanding and acting out of friendship. 1 Further complicating 
the matter, recent criticism has often disagreed about the importance of individual tenets 
of the early modem discourse on friendship. Since early modem ideas and practices 
concerning friendship become clearer in context, this chapter outlines the various 
conceptions of friendship held not only in the early modem period but also in the time 
leading up to it, clarifies the re-definition of friendship offered by humanist writers 
working with classical sources, and illustrates the simultaneously celebrated and 
mistrusted state of friendship against which Shakespeare worked out his own vision of 
philia in such comedies as Two Gentlemen of Verona, The Merchant of Venice, and As 
You Like It. 
Friendship before the early modem period comprised a code of behavior, as 
William Carroll notes, "reflected in the fading glories of an honor culture" prevalent in 
the medieval period (3)? Lorna Hutson asserts that friendship in the pre-early modem era 
represented "a code of 'faithfulness' assured by acts of hospitality and the circulation of 
gifts through the family and its allies," gifts which had "a very precise regulatory 
function" : 
By responding to his servant's needs, overlooking his debts, offering him 
gifts beyond what he could claim as annuity or by letters patent, a lord 
ensured that his servant would be faithful to him while the servant could 
trust to the future of the relationship. (3) 
1 
For example, Valerie Wayne asserts that rather than providing a coherent, comprehensive and commonly 
held view or ideology, conduct books "attempt to create consensus and enforce or forestall social change by 
advising dutiful behavior" (2). 
2 
For an extensive and authoritative account of social structure leading up to the Renaissance, see Mervyn 
James' study, Society, Politics and Culture: Studies in Early Modern England. 
3 
The medieval understanding of friendship, then, consisted largely of outward signs of 
amity and alliance that ordered relationships across social strata. According to Carroll 
and Hutson, friendship became, broadly speaking, a system of credit and instrumentality 
that assured the continuation of goodwill between people. Under the conventions of 
medieval gift-friendship, "the ' credit' entailed by the gift consists first in the obligation to 
reciprocate and second, in the deferral of that obligation into the future" (Hutson 3-4). 
The system privileged utility, but also emphasized mutuality: indeed, both parties 
profited tangibly from and through the relationship. 
Hutson' s observation that medieval friendship performed a regulatory function 
draws attention to an important point about the medieval period in general: medieval man 
had an intense striving for order and structure. As C. S. Lewis observes, 
At his most characteristic, medieval man was not a dreamer or a wanderer. 
He was an organizer, a codifier, a builder of systems. He wanted "a place 
for everything and everything in the right place." Distinction, definition, 
tabulation were his delight. Though full of turbulent activities, he was 
equally full of the impulse to formalize them. (The Discarded Image 1 0) 
There was little in life that medieval man did not attempt to order, and out of this 
tendency came an appreciation for structure that Lewis calls the "Medieval Model." As 
medieval man conceived of it, friendship proved a useful tool within the scope ofthat 
model. It did not require an abstract unity of mind and soul between two individuals. By 
contrast, as MacFaul states, "in the medieval world people knew where they stood with 
regard to one another: their friends were their neighbors and their familial attachments" 
4 
(5). There was no inconsistency in terming a lord and tenant "friends," a common and 
non-destabilizing feature of the hierarchical order. 
That is not to say that friendship in the medieval period lacked an emotional 
element. Though medieval friendship prospered through proximity and practicality, it 
does not necessarily follow that the medieval model emphasized these qualities to the 
exclusion of kindness, affection, or selflessness. In fact, we may assume that these 
qualities preserved and strengthened the bonds of amity. Also, merely because friendship 
served the practical purpose of providing order in medieval relationships does not mean 
that it lacked a spiritual element. Lewis refers to one of the ordering principles of the 
medieval model as the Principle of the Triad, which Apuleius enumerates in his 
translation of Plato's Timaeus: "It is impossible that two things only should be joined 
together without a third. There must be some bond in between both to bring them 
together" (quoted in The Discarded Image 43). Thus, friendship comprised the linking 
together of goodwill and friendly action by honor or duty in the same way that, as Lewis 
notes, "a trained sentiment of honor or chivalry must provide the 'mean' that unites 
[reason and appetite] and integrates the civilized man" (The Discarded Image 58). 
Similarly, two neighbors became bound together in friendship by loyalty and trust. 
In the early modem period, two new and subtly varying definitions of friendship 
developed-the humanist model and the courtly response, which manifested itself in 
conduct literature and advice pamphlets. These new modes of friendship did not displace 
but rather existed alongside the medieval model, which in some respects persisted into 
the nineteenth century. 3 Relationships between women or between masters and servants, 
3 Tom MacFaul argues that the medieval definition of friendship "can be found prominently in the works of 
Jane Austen, and even ofTrollope" (5). 
5 
for example, were widely considered common or low, and thus thought of solely in terms 
of instrumentality and proximity, while humanist and courtly notions of friendship 
pertained exclusively to the relationships between male elites inextricably bound together 
through honor, virtue, and status.4 1t would be a mistake, however, to say that strong 
similarities did not exist between the modes. In general, early modem notions of 
friendship were fluid, borrowing freely from a long tradition of friendship ideology. 
MacFaul notes that the "several modes of friendship in existence ... could often be 
confused with one another" (6). This confusion results from the similarity between 
several basic tenets of friendship. All three models, for example, incorporate elements of 
loyalty, reciprocity, and affection. The differences exist primarily in the emphasis each 
model places on the specific tenets, the individuals to whom those tenets could apply, and 
the way in which those ideas were acted out. 
Renaissance humanism emerged through the rediscovery of classical texts, and 
humanist educators reacting against the scholasticism of the previous era embraced the 
ideas they found in the ancient writings, including Aristotelian and Ciceronian ideas 
about friendship. Carroll notes, "the dissemination of the precepts of friendship was 
extraordinarily widespread .... Aristotle's comments on friendship were widely known 
and quoted, though they were not concentrated into a single essay. 5 Cicero's De Amicitia, 
on the other hand, was at the heart of the entire textual field" (5).6 Inspired by these 
4 
There were instances that allowed women to participate in friendship. Edmund Tilney's The Flower of 
Friendship, for example, provides a context in which women can engage in true (though not equal- the 
husband retains sovereignty) friendship with their husbands. In general, though, women were considered 
unstable and changing, which ill suited them for "entire" friendship. 
5 Books 8 and 9 of Nicomachean Ethics were known particularly well. 
6 A. W. Price provides an in-depth study of friendship in Aristotle in his work Love and Friendship in 
Plato and Aristotle. 
6 
ancient writers, early modern humanists redefined friendship against the earlier practical 
notions of instrumentality and profitability. 
When Cicero was composing his treatise on friendship ( 44 BC), as Michael Grant 
elaborates, "'friendship' meant an intricate affair of practical tit-for-tat upon which their 
whole political life was based" (173). Cicero's dialogue argues that true friendship 
"cannot exist except among good men" and must ultimately result in "an accord in all 
things, human and divine, conjoined with mutual goodwill and affection" (5.18, 6.1). 
Thus he presents a re-envisioned model of friendship much different from the practical 
behavioral code employed in the social and political environments of Rome. He presents 
friendship as a complete unity of mind and soul and a virtue that has value beyond its 
political instrumentality. 
Humanist writers identified with Cicero's desire to make friendship more than a 
relationship of practicality. Classical texts offered a strikingly different view of 
friendship, praising it as a good in its own right and furnishing examples of the great 
friendships from antiquity in the form of Achilles and Patroklos, Orestes and Pylades, 
and Scipio and Laelius. These friends were more than mere neighbors. Lewis maintains 
that "the deepest and most permanent thought of those days was ascetic and world-
renouncing. Nature and emotion and the body were feared as dangers to our souls, or 
despised as degradations of our human status" (The Four Loves 58-9). Thus, friendship-
the one human relationship that men choose freely- " of all the loves, seemed to raise you 
to the level of gods or angels" (The Four Loves 59).7 
7 Dr. Stephen Slimp of the University of West Alabama helpfully pointed out the etymological link 
between " friend" and "free," which I explore in more detail in the chapter on The Merchant of Venice. 
7 
Using classical ideas and illustrations, humanist writers began formulating a new 
ideology of friendship-another way in which humanism sought to emphasize the dignity 
of man- almost the polar opposite of the medieval definition. Drawing from Cicero and 
Aristotle, Renaissance humanists envisioned a friend as another self (amicus alter ipse), 
someone with identical ideas and tastes. Erasmus cites this principle in his first two 
adages in the Adagia (1536). Thomas Elyot embellishes it in The Boke Named the 
Governor (1531) when he writes, "A frende is properly named of Philosophers the other 
I" (164). Richard Taverner includes the idea in The Garden ofWysdom (1539) when he 
says "when Aristotle was demau[ n ]ded, what a friend is, One soul, [quoth] he, in two 
bodyes" (F1 v). 8 Friendship, then, became an emotional or spiritual bond that could span 
distance and time. Thus, in the 1514 edition of De Copia, Erasmus writes in the prefatory 
letter to his friend Peter Gilles: 
Friends of the commonplace and homespun sort ... have their idea of 
relationship, like their whole lives, attached to material things ... But you 
and I, whose idea of friendship rests wholly in a meeting of minds and the 
enjoyment of studies in common, might well greet one another from time 
to time with presents for the mind and keepsakes of a literary description. 
(quoted in Hutson 4)9 
For Erasmus and his era, the proof of friendship entailed the expression (written or 
verbal) of shared interests and ideas, that is "a meeting of minds." Where the medieval 
man stood, as Lewis puts it, "shoulder to shoulder" with his friend looking out into the 
8 The language of"one soul in two bodies" is fairly consistent throughout the canon of friendship literature. 
Walter Dorke's A Tipe Or Figure of Friendship, Michel de Montaigne's "On Friendship" (I 60 I) and the 
~oem "Of Friendship" in Totte/'s Miscellany (1557-8) also contain similar phrasings of this principle. 
Hutson argues that this passage, despite its claims to elevate friendship above the bogs of instrumentality, 
actually only "displaces" the form of credit from a material gift to a persuasive text. 
8 
world, the focus of friendship according to humanist principles turns inward toward the 
other self (The Four Loves 66). 
However well intentioned or high-minded the humanist redefinition of friendship 
may have been, it had profound practical and not always beneficial consequences in early 
modern culture. Humanist writers, like the ancients before them, contended that "entire" 
friendship could occur only between two virtuous men, an idea that MacFaul asserts both 
"practically as well as etymologically" restricted true friendship to the male aristocracy 
(6). 10 At the same time, unlike Cicero and Aristotle, they also purged friendship of the 
material signs and gifts that had formerly proved or "assured" the bond. The result was a 
definition of friendship that relied almost exclusively on verbal signs as a means of "gift-
transmission" or assurance and, as Laurie Shannon points out, "radically cancels vertical 
difference" (11). Though this new model claimed to raise friendship out of the mire of 
materialism, it often worked out differently in reality, as money was not the only means 
by which a false friend could benefit from a connection with a member of the aristocracy. 
Alexandra Shepard argues that "despite the idealization of 'entire' friendship it could 
involve the indebtedness and obligations which men were ordinarily anxious to avoid, 
especially since there was increasing uncertainty about how to detect genuine friendship 
from falsity"-a constant concern in Shakespeare's plays, which are obsessed with 
trickery and deceit (124). Not only did this increasing uncertainty over true friendship 
coincide with the widespread dissemination of humanist conceptions of friendship, it 
actually stemmed directly from it. 
10 Peter Burke elaborates on the etymology of"aristocracy": "In ancient Greece, one of those 
untranslatable words was arete, more or less ' excellence.' The arete of a horse was to run swiftly, while 
that of a man was to be brave, to be respected, to love honour. The man with the most arete was aristos, 
from which derives ' aristocracy,' literally ' the rule of the best,' in practice the rule of a hereditary nobility" 
(9). 
9 
Before the revival of classical studies, "friendship" had a meaning recognizable to 
every citizen within the peerage. It referred to a relationship, amiable and constant but 
also practical and profitable. Humanism sought to spiritualize and deepen the 
philosophical implications of friendship--to restore it to the classical notions of Cicero 
and Aristotle. The medieval model with its farmers and landlords does not have the same 
appeal and romance as the old classical model with its Achilles and Patroklos. However, 
in its eagerness to elevate friendship beyond the world of physical signs, paradoxically 
Renaissance humanism spiritualized friendship so thoroughly that the word became 
deeply fraught and essentially useless.11 MacFaul states it another way: "The Humanist 
tradition presents friendship as absolutely central to human life, at a time when 
traditional, 'natural' affiliations were losing some of their force. The vaunted freedom of 
[humanist) friendship, however, makes it imprecise; in its liberating force . . .it may 
ultimately mean nothing" (12). 
By liberating friendship from the practical role it played in the medieval period, 
humanism actually destabilized the relationship. To share similar ideas and feelings, the 
argument went, is naturally superior to sharing one's crop or horse with a neighbor. 
However, as Shakespeare asserts, similar thoughts and tastes alone do not assure the 
presence of philia between two people: verbal declarations of loyalty mean little without 
appropriate actions to reaffirm them. For instance, Proteus verbally affirms his friendship 
11 The history of another word, "gentleman," which experienced redefinition simultaneously with 
"friendship" and with similar results clarifies the consequences of the humanist redefmition of friendship. 
C. S. Lewis observes, "The word gentleman originally meant something recognizable; one who had a coat 
of arms and some landed property. When you called someone 'a gentleman' you were not paying him a 
compliment, but merely stating a fact" (Mere Christianity xiii). However, over the course of the fifteenth 
and sixteenth centuries, the word gradually came to refer, as Lewis remarks, "so rightly, charitably, 
spiritually, sensitively, so anything but usefully," to a man with admirable qualities (xii). Lewis here points 
out the trouble with attempting to spiritualize or deepen a concept that already functions practically. It may 
succeed in reshaping the notion or render it useless. In this case "gentleman" became a term of praise and a 
word that could be used only relatively. 
10 
with Valentine in 1.1 of Two Gentlemen of Verona, only to betray him later in the play. 
Still worse, emotional connectedness is easily counterfeited or hidden behind rhetoric and 
thus susceptible to flattery, deceit, and miscommunication. !ago's relationship with 
Othello demonstrates this vulnerability to an extreme degree. Humanism, then, despite its 
claims to the contrary, provided a less than perfect, even deeply flawed, model of 
friendship for early modem men. 
For the aristocrat in early modem England, friendship occurred in two contexts. 
The network of other nobles, merchants, servants and tenants with whom he engaged on a 
regular basis worked in a way similar to medieval friendship. It was a system that 
operated for the sake of practicality and productivity. It also depended on a code of 
behavior. Thus, William Cecil, Lord Burghley, writes in his Counsell of a Father to His 
Sonne, in Ten Several/ Precepts (1618), "Towards thy superiours be humble yet 
generous, with thy equals familiar, yet respective, towards inferiours shew much humility 
and some familiarity, as to bow thy body, stretch forth thy hand, uncover thy head, and 
such like popular compliments" ("Precept VIII"). This formulaic advice, according to 
Shepard, "taught elite young men how to signal their place within the social hierarch [sic] 
through appropriate speech and bearing and by maintaining topographies of rank" (36). 
Additionally, such behavior almost always ensured personal gain: Cecil writes in his fifth 
precept, "be sure you keep some great Man alwayes to your Friend: yet trouble him not 
for trifles: Complement him often: present him with manie, yet small gifts, and of little 
charge" ("Precept V"). The purpose remained, of course, to secure an ally with the ability 
to help out in a tight spot, whether financially or legally. 
11 
A network of"ideal" friendship in which two members ofthe aristocracy 
followed the humanist ideal also existed, overlapping with the network of practical 
friendship, and often complicated matters. Though ideally the humanist model of 
friendship encouraged virtuous thoughts and actions that could contribute to the general 
welfare of the entire kingdom, it actually provided, according to Hutson and MacFaul, "a 
rhetoric of social aspiration .. . a means by which writers could gain patronage whilst 
simultaneously arguing for a fiction of equality with their patrons" (MacFaul 11 ). The 
same rhetoric was available for self-serving nobility interested in attaining increased 
access to the centers of political and economic power. 
The reaction from the nobility manifested itself most insistently in conduct books 
and advice pamphlets. Surprisingly, the response was not an outright repudiation of the 
humanist ideal- after all, humanist educators trained many of the nobility- but rather an 
expression of skepticism articulated in warnings to guard against flattery and false 
friendship, along with books that claimed to instruct men on how to select true friends. 
Cecil includes in his "Precepts", "But shake off the Glow-wormes, I meane Parasites and 
Sycophantes, who will feede and fawne on you, in the Summer of your Prosperitie" 
("Precept IV") and "Beware of suretieshippe, yea for your best friend" ("Precept VIII"). 
In The Institution of a Young Nobel Man (1627) James Cleland writes of the threat of 
false friends: 
Their craft, and cunning now a daies is so subtile, and ingenious: their 
vizards & painted colours are so lively, that it is almost impossible to 
disceme them before wee bee deceaved. Your flatterer by his countenance, 
his behaviour, his actions, & words wil easily perswad you, that hee is 
12 
your speciall and deare friend: hee can accommodate, and applie himselfe 
wholie to your phatasie, and affection: hee will performe unto you manie 
good and acceptable duties, in endeauouring himfelfe by al appearance to 
pleasure you, as anie good friende can doe for another. (193-4) 
Though Walter Dorke begins his list of twenty-one tenets of friendship in A Tipe or 
Figure of Friendship ( 1589) with the instruction that "Friendship is to be esteemed more 
than all worldly things," he quickly enumerates warnings. Number four states that 
"friendship must not be desired for profit or gaine." The sixth and seventh precepts warn 
that "covetousnes is a great plague to friendship" and "flatterie is an bitter enemie to 
friendship" (n.p.). The title ofThomas Breme's work, The Mirrour of Friendship: Both 
How to Know a Perfect Friend, and How to Choose Him, panders to the early modem 
anxiety about true friendship with its profession to guide men in their choice of friends. 
The emphasis on courtly friendship, then, focused not on what it meant to be a good 
friend but rather how to identify and avoid false friends. 
Even The Courtier (1528), the conduct manual written by the humanist Baldesar 
Castiglione, acknowledges the failure ofthe humanist vision of friendship. In book II, 
Fredrico asserts, 
There is another thing which seems to me greatly to damage or enhance a 
man's reputation, and this is his choice of really intimate friends. For to be 
sure it stands to reason that persons who are joined together in close amity 
and indissoluble companionship should also conform in their wishes, 
thoughts, opinions and aptitudes. So a man who associates with the 
ignorant or wicked is taken to be ignorant or wicked; and, on the other 
13 
hand, a man who associates with those who are good, wise and discreet, is 
taken for such himself. For it seems natural for like to attract like. Hence I 
think it is right to take great care in forming these friendships, for of two 
close friends whoever knows one immediately assumes the other to be of 
the same character. ( 13 7) 
Though initially Fredrico's speech appears to adhere closely to the humanist position, 
even here friendship is ultimately subjected to the demands of the courtly way of life. A 
courtier should choose hls friends based on how they will reflect on himself, not out of 
desire for friendshlp as a good in its own right. Only a few lines later, Pietro Bembo 
expands on Fredrico's assertion, saying, " in contracting such intimate friendshlps as you 
describe it certainly seems to me that one ought to be extremely careful, not only because 
of the question of enhancing or damaging one's reputation but also because nowadays 
there are very few true friends to be found" (137). The implication here is that despite 
humanist ideals, the courtier's position always places him in precarious relationships and 
associations. As Wendy Olmstead observes, ''the courtier adjusts words and behavior to 
the opinions of others in order to succeed at court. He 'conceals ... hls passions,' 
'disavows hls heart,' ' acts against his feelings"' (7). These qualities, though necessary to 
life at court, are not compatible with ideal friendshlp. Bembo goes on to elaborate that 
even apparent friendshlp should be cautiously monitored: 
I wonder by what fate it happens every day that two friends, after years of 
heartfelt and mutual affection, will end by deceiving one another in some 
way or other, either from malice or envy or inconstancy or some other evil 
motive .. .. Thus for my own part I have more than once been deceived by 
14 
the person I loved most and of whose love, above everyone else' s, I have 
been most confident; and because of this I have sometimes thought to 
myself that it may be as well never to trust anyone in this world nor to 
give oneself as a hostage to a friend, however dear and cherished he may 
be. (137-8) 
This expression of cynicism regarding friendship seems odd coming from a humanist 
text, but it confirms that even humanist aristocracy felt a little uneasy about the 
redefinition of friendship. 
While early modem ideals elevated friendship between men above even marital 
unions, friendship between women fared significantly worse. Next to the amount of 
critical material regarding male friendship in early modem England, current scholarship 
has had comparatively little to say about the subject of friendship between women. Lillian 
Faderman's Surpassing the Love of Men briefly reads female friendship in the early 
modem context, as does Laurie Shannon's Sovereign Amity: Figures of Friendship in 
Shakespearean Contexts. A handful of social historians, such as Sarah Mendelson, 
Patricia Crawford, and James Daybell, devote a chapter to the subject. 12 As a result, 
scholarship on early modem friendship has remained distinctly male-focused, with the 
circumstances of female friendship examined only in passing or, still worse, overlooked 
altogether with a disclaimer that the extant material, both historical and literary, provides 
more opportunities to examine male friendship. 
Early modem female friendship has suffered from a lack of attention for two 
reasons. First, as MacFaul notes, "A woman had other priorities, in her duties to her 
12 Also see Margaret Sommerville's book Sex and Subjection: Attitudes to Women in Early-Modern Society 
and Harriette Andreadis ' article "The Erotics of Female Friendship in Early Modern England" in Maids 
and Mistresses, Cousins and Queens. 
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father or husband and in her role as a mother, thus making female friendship an entirely 
separate issue [from male friendship], affected by different codes of values" (3). Women 
were universally less educated than men and often operated within a different network of 
activities and concerns. Therefore, relationships between women are almost exclusively 
evaluated in terms of instrumentality and practicality. Barbara Harris notes, 
As wives, [women] devoted most of their time and energy to reproductive, 
managerial, political and social functions essential to the survival and 
prosperity of their husbands' patrilineages, focusing particularly on 
advancing their husbands' and sons' careers, arranging their daughters' 
marriages, and managing their estates and households. (21) 
Thus, relationships between women revolved around helping each other accomplish the 
tasks required of them. Furthermore, unlike the humanist and courtly models of 
friendship for men, theoretical ideals for female friendship did not exist. When it referred 
to women at all, humanism went to great lengths to deny, based on Aristotle's and 
Cicero's writings, that women could forge and maintain true friendships. Margaret 
Sommerville asserts, "women were seen as less balanced and less moderate. Their 
inconstancy sprang from ' lack ofprudence and judgment.' The male has more 'courage 
and authority' and 'more sharpness and quickness of wit, with greater insight and 
foresight than the woman"' (12). In every way, then, early modem culture viewed women 
as unsuitable to participate in practical, let alone ideal, friendships. 
Second, the written record concerning what women thought about friendship--
what Harris calls the " less visible story of emotional and material relationships between 
women"- is very slim and thus provides us with less knowledge about female 
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relationships than we have for male friendship (21). Mendelson and Crawford point out 
that "most female friendships were based in activities and oral traditions rather than in 
literary culture" (231 ). In the one paragraph that Lawrence Stone devotes in The Family, 
Sex and Marriage in England 1500-1800 to friendship among women, he states, "Female 
sanctums were the drawing-room and the boudoir, where they spent much of the day in 
feminine company, gossiping, doing needlework, playing cards, and exchanging endless 
visits. Many very close female friendships developed, closer in many cases than those 
with husbands" (252). 13 Stone' s assessment of activities that might foster female 
friendship addresses only trivial tasks, suggesting by default that female friendship is a 
far less serious business than male friendship. Moreover, Stone exclusively refers to elite 
women. Even the limited view of friendship that we have is overwhelmingly upper class. 
Most current scholarship reduces the study of all early modem friendship, 
idealized or not, to the concepts of"power" and "desire."14 For instance, Hutson argues 
that despite humanist claims to redefme friendship as ' 'the bond between ' minds that 
think alike,"' humanist conceptions of friendship really only substitute one form of 
instrumental friendship for another. She writes, "we should not collude with Renaissance 
humanism' s account of itself, by believing that such bonds of intimacy represent an 
altruistic, non-instrumental form of ' friendship'" (3). Whatever humanist writers claimed, 
she contends, they really only initiated a change of friendship to "an instrumental and 
affective relationship which might be generated, even between strangers, through 
emotionally persuasive communication, or the exchange of persuasive texts" (3). Though 
13 Similarly, in Gender, Sex & Subordination in England 1500-1800, Anthony Fletcher only discusses 
female friendship incidentally. 
14 I go only so far as to say most criticism here. There are instances of critical work that attempts to look at 
a complete picture of early modem friendship. Schalkwyk's Shakespeare, Love and Friendship, is one. 
Tom MacFaul's Male Friendship In Shakespeare and His Contemporaries is another. 
humanism altered the means, she argues, the goal remained the same: to influence or 
exercise power over another individual. Shannon insists that the humanist model of 
friendship operated as a means of opposition to hierarchy and authority by insisting on 
absolute equality. According to Carroll, 
the idealization of male friendship as superior to male-female 
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love ... performs a project of cultural nostalgia, a stepping back from 
potentially more threatening social arrangements to a world of order, a 
world based on a "gift" economy of personal relations among social 
equals rather than one based on a newer, less stable economy of emotional 
and economic risk. (15-16) 
In Carroll' s terms, friendship primarily proved useful as a substitute for the riskier 
situation that matrimonial relationships had developed into. Friendship, then, essentially 
offered more stability and power. 
Representing all early modem friendship as merely an instrument for wielding 
power, however, results in an over-simplification and misrepresentation of the actual 
acting out of friendship at the time. David Schalkwyk states the problem succinctly: 
"Critics and theorists may have overlooked the lived textures of these relations ... because 
an overriding concern with relations of power has obscured the possibility of affective 
interactions" (4). To make a particular argument, criticism often sacrifices the subtle 
shades between the extremes and deprives friendship of the "intimate, multifaceted, 
affective, and playful forms that cannot be reduced to mere relations of power and 
subordination or resentful resistance" ( 4). To some extent analyzing friendship in terms 
of power and desire may be instructive. In other ways it sacrifices more than it gains. 
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The work of Shakespeare, which stubbornly avoids easy affiliation with any of 
the prominent early modem schools of thought on friendship, particularly resists such 
over-simplification. Schalkwyk asserts that when we "argue that 'love is not love'-it is 
actually desire, a formation of power, an ideological obfuscation of real relations, and so 
on-[ we] run the risk of simplifying or distorting the concept as it does work in complex 
interactions, such as those in Shakespeare's poetry and plays" (6). Certainly we fmd 
examples of both extremes in Shakespeare's work. Proteus, Richard III, and Iago 
perpetuate the worst abuses of instrumentality in friendship. In Two Gentlemen of 
Verona, Valentine's naive and unyielding adherence to the tenets of friendship, even in 
the face of dishonor, abuse, and injustice, demonstrates the danger of holding up even 
something as virtuous and desirable as ideal friendship as an ultimate standard. Yet there 
are many more instances in Shakespeare when characters combine the practical and 
idealized elements of friendship to greater or lesser degrees- and more successfully-
than Proteus, Richard, I ago, and Valentine. 
Considering the relationship between Antonio and Bassanio in The Merchant of 
Venice, for instance, in terms of self-interest, instrumentality, and power may prove the 
point that early modem notions of friendship were structured around the idea that 
friendship should be mutually beneficial. But insisting on the primacy of instrumentality 
in the relationship ignores other important aspects of the friendship. It does not account, 
for example, for the presence of sacrifice and humility. Conversely, if we think of the 
friendship between Antonio and Bassanio exclusively in terms of the humanist ideal, we 
run the risk of ignoring the elements of mutuality and reciprocity. Both versions may be 
true, yet neither is complete. 
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The early modem stage represented a perfect medium to test the realities of early 
modem friendship against the abstract ideals outlined in humanist and classical writings. 
Unlike in Cicero's oratory, Spenser's narrative poetry, or even Shakespeare's own 
Sonnets, dramatic relationships cannot exist in isolation. Thus, friendship remains 
entangled in the web of relationships that surround it: romantic love, political affiliations, 
and familial bonds. That Shakespeare's work shows a deep concern for the way people 
think about and practice friendship should not surprise us. In life, friendship occupies the 
minds of kings, nobles, men, women, peasants, and servants alike. For that reason both 
the Earl of Gloucester and Amiens can express an almost identical cynicism about the 
permanence of friendship. 15 That is also why both Bassanio and Falstaff can invest their 
hope in it. 16 
We should not overlook the fact that concerns about friendship arise in virtually 
every one of Shakespeare's plays. Indeed, the word "friend(s)" occurs in the Shakespeare 
canon over four hundred times, "friendship," more than thirty-six times, and "friendly" 
thirty-eight. Nor can we dismiss his early preoccupation with friendship in The Two 
Gentlemen of Verona as the juvenile interest of an immature playwright, for he returns to 
the topic again and again, dwelling heavily on it in such later plays as Timon of Athens, 
The Winter's Tale, and Two Noble Kinsmen. This thesis asserts what other scholarship on 
friendship has overlooked: the distinction between Shakespeare's work and the work of 
other early modem writers lies in the fact that Shakespeare, more than his 
contemporaries, tests all the tenets of friendship available in the period. He ultimately 
rejects some principles and in the process creates his own unique vision of true friendship 
15 King Lear 1.2.109; As You Like It 2.7.181 
16 The Merchant of Venice l . I .129-30; Henry IV, Part I 5.1.121-2 
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from the remnants of those models. It is a vision that comes closer to the classical 
philosophy of friendship than any other available in the early modem period, but also 
surpasses the ancient model by allowing friendship to blossom in new, unexpected, and 
radical ways. 17 
In order to demonstrate that Shakespeare's depiction of friendship marks a sharp 
departure from the standard early modem ideals, this thesis will pursue four main 
arguments: first, that in Two Gentlemen of Verona Shakespeare repudiates the prominent 
models of friendship in early modem England and demonstrates how the philosophical 
ideals fail when translated into reality; second, that The Merchant of Venice provides in 
the friendship between Antonio and Bassanio a picture of what friendship in Two 
Gentlemen of Verona ought to have been; third, that Shakespeare' s portrayal of true 
friendship in The Merchant of Venice expands the bounds of the relationship, allowing 
women and servants the pleasures and benefits ofphilia; and finally, that Shakespeare's 
17 Though a substantial amount of scholarship has examined friendship in both Shakespeare and early 
modem England, much of that work focuses on vastly different concerns from that of this thesis. For 
instance, there is a large body of criticism relating to friendship and homoeroticism. Renaissance 
humanism's insistence that ideal friendship pertained only to men places the relationship at the heart of 
many queer theory studies. See, for example, Alan Bray's "Homosexuality and the Signs of Male 
Friendship in Elizabethan England," Mario DiGangi's The Homoerotics of Early Modern England, 
Jonathan Goldberg's Queering the Renaissance and Sodometries: Renaissance Texts, Modern Sexualities, 
Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick's Between Men: English Literature and Male Homosocial Desire, and Bruce 
Smith's Homosexual Desire in Shakespeare's England: A Cultural Poetics. Scholarship on friendship in 
Shakespeare yields the same results. Nora Johnson's "Ganymedes and Kings: Staging Male Homosexual 
Desire in The Winter 's Tale," Richard MaJette's "Same-Sex Friendship in The Two Noble Kinsmen," 
Thomas MacCary' s Friends and Lovers: the Phenomenology of Desire in Shakespearean Comedy, Joseph 
Pequiney's "Two Antonios and Same-Sex Love in Twelfth Night and The Merchant of Venice," Steve 
Patterson's "The Bankruptcy of Homoerotic Amity in Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice," and J. L. 
Simmons' "Coming Out in Shakespeare's The Two Gentlemen of Verona" represent the wide range of 
studies pertaining to erotic friendship in the works of Shakespeare. Female friendship in Shakespeare 
seldom receives exclusive attention in an individual study (see, for example, William Kerrigan's article, 
"Female Friends and Fraternal Enemies in As You Like If' in which Kerrigan examines both male and 
female friendship), and when female friendship does happen to be the primary focus of an article, it is 
unfailingly paired with ideas of power, political alliance, or desire (as is the case with Harriette Andreadis' 
"The Erotics of Female Friendship in Early Modem England," and Jessica Tvordi's "Female Alliance and 
the Construction of Homoeroticism in As You Like It and Twelfth Night."). 
portrayal of friendship at the end of his career in the relationship between Leontes and 




"THOU COUNTERFEIT TO THY TRUE FRIEND": POLITICS, POWER AND 
FRIENDSHIP IN TWO GENTLEMEN OF VERONA 
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Shakespeare's early comedy, The Two Gentlemen of Verona, follows the lives of 
two young friends, Valentine and Proteus. It includes all of the elements one might 
expect in a comedy: romantic love, mistaken identities, plenty of puns, and the promise 
of marriage in the fmal act. However, despite its adherence to the conventions ofthe 
genre, Two Gentlemen of Verona is one of the most problematic plays in Shakespeare's 
canon. Written at the beginning of his career, during a period devoted primarily to 
comedy, the play fits uneasily among the other plays he produced during the early 1590s. 
The work dwells more on the dynamics and interactions between two friends than on 
romantic love, depicts an attempted rape in the closing act, and boasts a hero who offers 
to give his betrothed to her attacker. Furthermore, despite the numerous declarations of 
love in the play, The Two Gentlemen of Verona is not primarily concerned with 
accomplishing the traditional marital union that marks the close of Shakespeare' s 
comedies, though one does unexpectedly occur. 
By contrast, the play, which opens with Valentine and Proteus negotiating the 
terms of their friendship and ends with further negotiations regarding the terms of their 
weddings, plainly focuses more on the men's friendship than on any other relationship in 
the play. Valentine and Proteus each have only one scene in which they directly woo their 
lovers. Additionally, rather than commanding the total attention of the audience, even the 
romantic plotlines serve primarily as vehicles to explore the friendship between the two 
men. Justifiably, then, William Carroll argues that "the dominant cultural context of The 
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Two Gentlemen ofVerona appears to be registered in the discourse of male friendship" 
(3). Yet many readers fmd the representations of friendship in The Two Gentlemen of 
Verona dissatisfying, even alarming, and rightly so. After all, does Shakespeare seriously 
expect audiences to accept Valentine and Proteus's friendship as the pinnacle of philia? 
Carroll correctly notes that Shakespeare specifically situates The Two Gentlemen of 
Verona within the framework of the early modem discourse surrounding the superiority 
of male friendship. The male-male relationships in the play, consistent with standard 
early modem practice, dictate the course of events for everyone-male, female, lord, 
servant, lover, and friend alike. It is not at all obvious, however, as Carroll implies, that 
Shakespeare considers the early modem model successful or satisfactory. It is difficult to 
believe that anyone in early modem England, least of all Shakespeare, would accept the 
forgiveness for an attempted rape as a virtuous act motivated by friendship. Perhaps, 
then, rather than an acceptance of the tenets of "entire" friendship, Shakespeare presents 
in The Two Gentlemen of Verona a startling treatise on the dangers and consequences of 
early modem ideal friendship. 
I would propose an alternative reading to Carroll's explication of the text, one 
which provides a more cohesive and satisfactory understanding of the play: The Two 
Gentlemen of Verona exposes the versions of friendship peddled by humanism and the 
court-which rely on outward signs of amity as a means to negotiate social position and 
power-as counterfeit and dangerous alternatives to true friendship. By taking to extreme 
lengths the tenets of friendship prescribed by early modem English educators and 
practiced at court, Shakespeare presents a reality with which to test the prevalent ideals 
outlined in Renaissance conduct books, pamphlets, and literature. 
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The opening scene of The Two Gentlemen of Verona establishes friendship as the 
preeminent theme of the play. It introduces Valentine and Proteus-two young gentlemen 
and friends faced with the prospect of an imminent and lengthy separation. Valentine will 
shortly depart "to see the wonders of the world abroad," leaving Proteus behind, chained 
by his affection for Julia (6). In 1.1, audiences hear light-hearted gibes and affectionate 
banter and see a relationship between comrades. Both men are unhappy to part; 
Valentine's first line, "Cease to persuade, my loving Proteus," indicates that Proteus has 
been attempting to dissuade Valentine from going to Milan. A few lines later, Valentine 
says that he "rather would entreat [Proteus's] company" than leave him behind. Proteus 
asks Valentine to "think on thy Proteus"-reflecting the humanist idea of a mental 
connection between friends-and offers to pray for Valentine while he is gone, telling 
him to "commend all thy grievance to my holy prayers, I For I will be thy beadsman" 
(17-18). Finally, though Valentine thinks Proteus silly for his devotion to Julia, he 
criticizes and jokes with Proteus good-naturedly. 
Despite the affectionate and amiable relationship between the two men, the 
friendship shown in 1.1 already exhibits indications of trouble. Valentine wants Proteus 
to join him in Milan, while Proteus desires Valentine to stay in Verona. Valentine thinks 
love foolish, while Proteus is absolutely serious about being in love. After Valentine's 
departure, Proteus acknowledges the dual separation of body and mind that he and 
Valentine experience: "he after honour hunts, I after love: I He leaves his friends to 
dignify them more; I I leave myself, my friends and all, for love" (1.1.63-5). His speech 
emphasizes another way in which the men differ: while Valentine continues to think of 
his friends even in his departure from them, immediately after Valentine leaves, Proteus' 
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love for Julia pushes all thought ofhis friendship with Valentine from his mind. Most 
crucially, however, each man is primarily concerned with his own desires. Though they 
part ways amiably and regretfully, they do indeed part because neither is willing to 
sacrifice for the other. These discrepancies, though apparently minor, lead to the enmity 
that will eventually develop between the men. 
In 1.3, Shakespeare outlines the courtly notions- for example, that every choice 
and action, including one's choice of friends, should be calculated for self-
advancement- which he criticizes throughout the remainder of the play. Antonio 
resolves to send away his son Proteus so that he may gain experience and improve 
himself. His declaration that Proteus should join Valentine in Milan reveals the far-
reaching influence of courtly conceptions of friendship and manhood Antonio says, "I 
have considered well his loss of time, I And how he cannot be a perfect man I Not being 
tried and tutored in the world" (1 .3.18-20). These lines repeat the sentiment that 
Valentine communicates at 1.1.5-8 and which Proteus affirms at 1.1.63-4. The three men 
unquestioningly believe that a man can attain perfection only by experiencing the world 
and that a man's virtue is inextricably bound up in his social status. Of the avenues that 
might adequately provide this experience18- military service, exploration, or university 
learning- Pantino advises sending Proteus to Milan because 
There shall he practise tilts and tournaments, 
Hear sweet discourse, converse with noblemen 
And be in eye of every exercise 
Worthy his youth and nobleness of birth. (1.3.30-3) 
18 See Pantino's list at 1.3.7-16. 
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To this explanation, Antonio responds, "I like thy counsel; well hast thou advised" 
(1.3.34). Their rationale is telling. Pantino's catalog emphasizes behavior, activity, and 
physical achievement-all of which can be cultivated and attained without any 
excellence of character or genuine virtue. A man may win a joust and be a blackguard; he 
may speak like an angel and also live as a liar. Since courtly codes of conduct rely so 
heavily on outward signs, gestures, and behaviors, they can belie the substance 
represented by those external demonstrations, and a man may easily perform them as 
items on a checklist in the "pursuit of perfect manhood."19 In this way, the friendship 
enacted at court becomes a hollow counterfeit of true friendship. When Antonio sends 
Proteus to Milan to "spend some time I With Valentine in the Emperor's Court," he 
certainly does so with the hope that the relationship will benefit Proteus socially, not that 
Proteus will profit spiritually from an ideal union with Valentine (1.3.66-7). 
Not surprisingly, the same ideas expressed by Antonio and Pantino in 1.3 
permeate to the very core all of Shakespeare's depictions in The Two Gentlemen of 
Verona of courtly life. In this way, he participates, along with writers like Sir Thomas 
Wyatt, Walter Ralegh, and John Skelton in a long tradition of distrust of the court.20 
Perhaps Shakespeare' s background has something to do with his cynical view of courtly 
life. It is surely no coincidence that a playwright born and raised in the country should 
come to London and in his fust plays offer a subtle critique of courtly institutions and 
19 Incidentally, friendship is not the only institution that the court judges by outward signs- in 2.1 Speed 
refers to the " special marks" by which he has judged Valentine to be in love. In his footnote on the lines, 
Carroll remarks, "the special marks of the lover are conventional in early modem comedy. Cf. Rosalind' s 
description of the marks Orlando lacks in As You Like It 3.2.364-72: 'A lean cheek ... a blue eye and 
sunken ... an unquestionable spirit...a beard neglected ... your hose should be ungartered, your bonnet 
unhanded, your sleeve unbuttoned, your shoe untied, and everything about you demonstrating a careless 
desolation.'" In Two Gentlemen of Verona 2.1.16-29, Speed compiles a similar list. 
20 See Wyatt' s "Mine Own John Poins," Ralegh's "The Lie," and Skelton's "The Bowge ofCourte." 
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habits. However, Shakespeare' s aversion to the courtly prescription for manhood and 
friendship has as much to do with its tendency to promote self-interest as with its 
discrepancy between outward appearance and interior substance. Thus, Two Gentlemen of 
Verona presents a set of characters whose relationships operate according to courtly 
standards and reflects the risks and consequences of uncompromising adherence to those 
codes. 
Although the fust scene depicts a friendship unaffected by courtly standards, from 
1.3 onward the court plays an increasingly influential and corrosive role in Valentine and 
Proteus' friendship. As early as 1.3, Proteus begins hiding his true feelings from public 
knowledge, in this case from his father, by disguising them as friendship for Valentine. 
Startled by his father, Proteus deceitfully says Julia's letter comes from Valentine, 
"wishing [Proteus] with him, partner of his fortune" (1.3.59). While Proteus has not yet 
been exposed to the Milan court in 1.3, his father-a member ofVeronese aristocracy-
represents a courtly presence in Proteus' life. Proteus' lie to Antonio, who is obviously 
unaware of his son's attachment to Julia, marks only the fust indication of how he will 
act in a court setting. 
Not surprisingly, when Antonio asks Proteus how he feels about Valentine's 
desire for Proteus to join him in Milan, he responds, "As one relying on your lordship's 
will, I And not depending on his friendly wish" (1.3.61-2). Since Valentine's departure, 
Proteus' attention has focused exclusively on Julia. Valentine's absence has diminished 
the friendship, and naturally Proteus would rather remain in Verona. When he learns that 
he will shortly embark to Milan, Proteus says bitterly, ''thus have I shunned the fue for 
fear of burning I And drenched me in the sea where I am drowned" (1 .3.78-9). Proteus ' 
' 
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association of flre-hot and dry- with his love for Julia coincides with typical 
Elizabethan ideas about the elements. Margaret Sommerville asserts, "male attributes, 
such as amorousness, were often attributed to the fact that they were ' of hotter 
complexion"' (11). More crucially, E. M. Tillyard points out, "noblest of all [the 
elements] is flre" ( 62). Proteus ' association of his friendship with Valentine with water-
cold and wet, and coded feminine-suggests the extent to which Proteus' feelings toward 
Valentine have changed. He aligns friendship with the inferior element, a sentiment that 
indicates the friendship, at least in Proteus' mind, has cooled. Moreover, having disguised 
the "fue" of his passion for Julia by the "sea" of his friendship with Valentine, Proteus 
unwittingly highlights the competition between love and friendship. By aligning Julia and 
Valentine with opposing elements, he suggests that the two relationships cannot coexist. 
The "sea" overcomes the "fue" in this instance, but not by Proteus' choice, and he 
expresses his dissatisfaction with the situation by comparing it to drowning- an alarming 
response from a supposed friend. 
In Milan, Valentine also indicates a change of attitude toward Proteus. He has 
fallen in love with the Duke's daughter, Silvia, and does not think of Proteus until the 
Duke mentions the young man. Valentine does commend Proteus highly to the Duke, 
describing him as "a son that well deserves I The honour and regard of such a father" 
(2.4.57-8). He continues, 
I knew him as myself, for from our infancy 
We have conversed and spent our hours together. 
And though myself have been an idle truant, 
Omitting the sweet benefit of time 
To clothe mine age with angel-like perfection, 
Yet hath Sir Proteus, for that's his name, 
Made use and fair advantage of his days 
His years but young, but his experience old; 
His head unmellowed, but his judgment ripe; 
And in a word, for far behind his worth 
Comes all the praises that I now bestow, 
He is complete in feature and in mind 
With all good grace to grace a gentleman. (2.4.60-72) 
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Although Valentine praises his friend, his speech denotes his adherence to the court's 
counterfeit model of friendship. His friendship with Proteus has become more than a 
relationship enjoyed for its own sake, now operating as a means by which he can increase 
his own status. Valentine's speech, generous and highly laudatory, completely contradicts 
the depiction of Proteus prior to this scene, along with what we already know about 
Valentine. By the very code that prescribes the tenets of perfect manhood, Proteus has 
hitherto neglected to make "use and fair advantage of his days" preferring to remain near 
Julia in Verona. He is, in fact, on his way to Milan to rectify that condition and "[be] tried 
and tutored in the world" (1.3.20). Valentine, on the contrary, eagerly came to Milan in 
order to avoid becoming an "idle truant." 
Two possibilities account for Valentine' s speech. Either out of friendly loyalty 
Valentine overestimates Proteus' s virtues, or he disingenuously praises him as a means of 
increasing his own social standing. Since, prior to this point, he has not exhibited any 
hypocrisy, Valentine' s expression of warm feelings toward his friend both in front of the 
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Duke and away from him might simply signify his devotion to Proteus. Neither has he 
given any indication that he would praise Proteus solely out of self-interest. Valentine 
does not yet realize that Proteus is coming to Milan and has no reason to believe that 
Proteus would ever know if he spoke truthfully of his shortcomings to the Duke. Yet his 
speech directly contradicts his private words to Proteus at the opening of the play-an 
unnecessary fabrication, since he could praise Proteus in other ways without lying. 
Moreover, he disadvantages Proteus by exaggerating his virtues in public. Should Proteus 
come to Milan, he might disappoint the expectations created by such high praise. 
However, Valentine also has powerful incentives to follow courtly protocol when 
speaking of a friend and fellow courtier. His successful suit for Silvia depends largely on 
the Duke' s perception of him and his adherence to courtly standards. After all, as 
Fredrico observes in The Courtier, "for of two close friends whoever knows one 
immediately assumes the other to be of the same character" (137). Claiming friendship 
with such a man as Valentine describes reflects positively on him, and he calculates his 
speech perfectly to assert humility while simultaneously promoting himself in the eyes of 
the man who can arrange his marriage?1 
Additional problems for the friendship crop up almost immediately once 
Valentine and Proteus meet in Milan. Though the men share a warm welcome, after 
Valentine's exit Proteus confesses an infatuation with Silvia and declares, "Methinks my 
zeal to Valentine is cold, /And that I love him not as I was wont" (2.4.200-1). Two scenes 
later, Proteus more forcefully asserts the sentiment, saying, "Valentine I'll hold an 
enemy/Aiming at Silvia as a sweeter friend" (2.6.29-30). A declaration of enmity and 
21 Lest I be accused of making too much of a trifle, in 3.2.40-1, Proteus implicitly acknowledges the 
courtly taboo of speaking slanderously about a fellow gentleman and friend when he says "Tis an ill office 
for a gentleman, I Especially against his very friend." 
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rivalry where friendship once existed is not surprising from Proteus, whose very name 
embodies his wavering and deceitful nature. Carroll observes, "simply introducing a 
character named (and with the characteristics of) Proteus into a friendship plot 
automatically destabilized the genre, since true friendship depends absolutely on fidelity 
and constancy, the inverse of the protean" (31 ). 
Proteus's treachery is less interesting, however, than the means by which he 
accomplishes it: he contrives to betray Valentine with the same outward gestures that 
should indicate his friendship. When Proteus approaches the Duke with information 
about Valentine and Silvia' s plans to elope, Proteus says, "that which I would discover I 
the law of friendship bids me to conceal" (3.1.4-5)?2 He gains the Duke' s trust and favor 
first by acknowledging his access to a secret, then appearing to subvert his duty as a 
friend to his duty as a subject: "for my duty's sake, I rather chose I To cross my friend" 
(3 .1.17 -18). Finally, he asserts, "for love of you, not hate unto my friend, I hath made me 
publisher ofhis pretence" (3.1.46-7). Proteus cannot risk losing the Duke's grace and 
therefore cannot appear to be disloyal to Valentine. By couching his betrayal of Valentine 
in terms of duty and loyalty to the Duke, Proteus can assert his "friendship" with verbal 
gestures while feeling and behaving in a distinctly unfriendly manner toward Valentine. 
Within the dictates of courtly conduct, he easily disguises his true feelings, at once 
advancing his own ends and maintaining his status as gentleman and friend. In the same 
manner, Proteus hides his disloyalty from Valentine throughout the play. The Duke 
conceals Proteus's revelation of Valentine's plans to elope with Silvia, and Proteus 
himself keeps up the pretence as he accompanies Valentine to the gates of Milan, urging 
22 lncidentally, this sounds very much like lago lying about Cassio to Othello or Edmund lying about Edgar 
in King Lear. 
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him, "From hence, from Silvia, and from me thy friend" (3 .1.216). Proteus even promises 
to deliver Valentine's letters to Silvia once he has left Milan. 
Employing the same double-speak he uses while exposing Valentine's plans to 
the Duke, Proteus betrays his friend yet again and contrives to court Silvia by lessening 
her regard for Valentine under the guise of promoting Turio as a rival. In 3 .2, Proteus 
first suggests that someone disparage Valentine to Silvia, proposing, "Therefore it must 
with circumstance be spoken I By one whom she esteemeth as his friend" (3.2.35-6). 
However, he carefully maintains his respectability by feigning reluctance when the Duke 
nominates him for the task: '"Tis an ill office for a gentleman, I Especially against his 
very friend" (3.2.40-1). Nevertheless, with little persuasion from the Duke, Proteus 
agrees to malign his friend. 23 He assents, "You have prevailed, my lord. If I can do it I By 
aught that I can speak in his dispraise, I She shall not long continue to love him" (3.2.46-
8). Proteus makes good on his word and puts all his energy into attaining Silvia' s regard. 
Thus, at the end of the fourth act, Valentine is banished and wandering the forest with a 
band of outlaws, while Proteus treacherously courts Silvia in Milan. One might be 
tempted to condemn Proteus as the only transgressor of friendship. After all, he is the 
active betrayer. In truth, however, both men prove equally guilty of abusing and 
diminishing friendship. To greater or lesser degrees, both Proteus and Valentine 
manipulate the guise of "friendship" to satisfy their own desires and seek advancement. 
23 Incidentally, we see here yet another depiction of friendship defined by courtly notions of conduct. 
Proteus allies himselfto the Duke in 3.1, choosing duty over friendship. When Proteus protests that it is 
unbecoming to slander his friend, the Duke responds, "the office is indifferent, I Being entreated to it by 
your friend," indicating himself[the Duke] as the second and more important friend (3.2.44-5). Here, the 
Duke claims priority in friendship, and, as Carroll notes in his footnote on lines 42-5, his "logic is as 
specious and self-serving as anything in Proteus' s self-justifications." The Duke's behavior here indicates 
that the perversion of friendship in The Two Gentlemen of Verona derives, not simply from courtly ideas, 
but from the very heart of the court. 
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In Two Gentlemen of Verona, Shakespeare does provide one character with the 
capacity for true friendship. Throughout the play Silvia attempts to foil the counterfeit 
friendship of court, and she emerges as the only character with the capacity to embody 
the characteristics of true friendship.24 The name "Silvia" derives from the Latin "sylva" 
meaning "forest," suggesting an explicit contrast with the court. Not coincidentally, she is 
also the only truly good person in the play. Silvia maintains her loyalty to Valentine in 
the face of opposition from her father, Valentine' s banishment, and even Proteus' 
spurious claim that Valentine has died. She cherishes goodness and abhors vice.25 More 
crucially, she champions true friendship throughout the play. In 4.2, when Proteus 
attempts to win her affection, Silvia repeatedly directs his attention to his own broken 
friendship with Valentine, calling him a "subtle, perjured, false, disloyal man," and 
reminding him that "Valentine thy friend I Survives .... And art thou not ashamed I To 
wrong him with thy importunacy?" ( 4.2.92; 1 05-8). Neither knowing Julia personally nor 
of her presence in Milan, Silvia demonstrates remarkable friendship to the other woman, 
entreating Proteus to "return, return, and make thy love amends" ( 4.2.95). In 4.4, she 
expresses equally strong consideration directly to the disguised Julia: 
One Julia, that his changing thoughts forget, 
Would better fit his chamber than this shadow. ( 4.4.117 -18) 
Though his false finger have profaned the ring, 
24 Shakespeare's embodiment of true friendship in a woman is both ironic and provocative, since women 
were viewed as unstable emotionally and physically, and, thus, incapable of cultivating true or entire 
friendship. However, Shakespeare's use of a female character may hearken back to Cicero, who also 
referred to friendship with the pronoun "her" (141). 
25 In 4.3, when she implores Eglamour to help her escape to Valentine, Silvia appeals to his honor, virtue, 
and friendly sympathy, carefully emphasizing her sincerity when she says, "Think not I flatter, for I swear I 
do not" (12). Compare this language with her harsh words for Proteus at 4.2.92-4. 
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Mine shall not do his Julia so much wrong. (4.4.134-5) 
I weep myself to think upon thy words. 
Here, youth, there is my purse. I give thee this. 
For thy sweet mistress' sake, because thou lov'st her. ( 4.4.173-5). 
By viewing Silvia as the embodiment of true friendship within a society content to 
embrace a counterfeit model, we can draw a cohesive picture of the final scene of The 
Two Gentlemen of Verona, when all of the transgressors against genuine friendship 
converge. 
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The final scene of The Two Gentlemen of Verona depicts not only the 
objectification of women but also the objectification of friendship. In 5.4, after failing to 
gain Silvia's love by slandering Valentine and promoting himself, Proteus resorts to rape. 
Here, as Carroll observes, "Proteus's assault reflects ... the collapse of ' love' itself. To 
love against the nature of love is not only to employ force, but to understand the female 
other merely as an object" (27). When we understand friendship as a form of love, the 
observation illuminates more than he may intend. Carroll emphasizes the objectification 
of women within the system of early modem marriage practices. However, applying 
Carroll's remark in another way provides insight into what is an otherwise 
incomprehensible ending for a comedy. Proteus's attack on Silvia, Shakespeare's female 
personification of friendship and an "other" in the male-dominated court of Milan, 
exemplifies the resulting violence and tragedy of demoting true friendship from an ideal 
and substantive relationship to an instrument for personal gain. 
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Oddly enough, Proteus' actions are less shocking than the responses of those 
witnessing his aggression. Julia stands by mutely, neglecting to act when Silvia requires 
help. Valentine comes forward from his hiding place in the bushes, crying, "Ruffian, let 
go that rude uncivil touch, I Thou friend of an ill fashion!" (5.4.60-1). Remarkably, on an 
occasion calling for a declaration of enmity, Valentine still refers to Proteus as "friend," 
albeit one "of an ill fashion." Like a slap on the wrist, Valentine chides Proteus for being 
not an enemy and villain but a simply bad friend: 
Thou common friend, that's without faith or love, 
For such is a friend now! Treacherous man, 
That hast beguiled my hopes. Naught but mine eye 
Could have persuaded me. Now I dare not say 
I have one friend alive; thou wouldst disprove me. 
Who should be trusted, when one's right hand 
Is peijured to the bosom? Proteus, 
I am sorry I must never trust thee more, 
But count the world a stranger for thy sake. 
The private wound is deepest. 0 time most accurst, 
'Mongst all foes that a friend should be the worst! (5.4.62-72) 
Only once in twelve lines does Valentine refer to Proteus's actions toward Silvia: in line 
60, when he calls Proteus a "ruffian" with an ' 'uncivil touch." After that he uses the word 
"friend" five times, bemoaning Proteus's treachery ad nauseum. His outrage stems less 
from the violence committed against Silvia than from Proteus's betrayal of their 
friendship. 
Even more astounding is Valentine's forgiveness of-and offer of Silvia to-
Proteus after just five lines of apology. As though adhering to the same "law of 
friendship" that Proteus acknowledges earlier, Valentine says, 
Then I am paid 
And once again I do receive thee honest. 
Who by repentance is not satisfied 
Is nor of heaven nor earth, for these are pleased; 
By penitence th'Etemal's wrath's appeased. 
And that my love may appear plain and free, 
All that was mine in Silvia I give thee. (5.4.77-83) 
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Again, all that matters to Valentine is that the terms of friendship have been "paid," 
"satisfied," and "appeased." MacFaul notes that ''the unexamined and naturalized theory 
on which this is based is that friends always forgive each other in the end" (73). Proteus 
follows friendly protocol and apologizes, fulfilling his part in the model. Valentine's 
forgiveness similarly operates in accordance with those same rules. His use of the term 
"satisfied" has legal connotations, as does the idea of"Etemal's wrath's appeased" with 
its echo ofthe old law. However, as MacFaul observes, the consequences of insisting on 
such a law of friendship are serious: "When friendship operates to such a law it loses all 
its affective power and becomes a dead letter, at best a way of restraining bad impulses 
rather than encouraging good ones" (74). In this case, such laws of friendship do not even 
restrain the bad impulses. They simply provide a means of smoothing over 
transgressions. 
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Aside from the fact that Valentine accepts an apology and offers forgiveness for 
an offense not committed against himself, then offers Silvia as a token of good faith, his 
behavior has additional negative implications for the state of friendship in the play. In the 
first place, by his preferment of friendship with Proteus over love for Silvia-which 
mirrors the humanist tendency to esteem male friendship over any other- Valentine does 
not simply choose his best friend over his beloved. His willingness to overlook a serious 
crime and social transgression in the name of friendship reveals how very far removed 
the courtly conception of friendship is from Cicero's vision.26 Carroll asserts that 
"Valentine has been shown to be credulous and captive to the code of friendship" (276). 
Valentine, the ostensible hero of the play, by forgiving Proteus- an act all the more 
unacceptable for its extraordinary liberality-ignores the injustice done to the innocent 
Silvia and reveals the extent to which those notions inflict violence against women. 
Treated as a piece of property, Silvia passes from one man to another no less than five 
times in 5.4?7 More significantly, however, Valentine's failure to renounce Proteus as a 
friend indicates the deeply superficial state of friendship at the end of Two Gentlemen of 
Verona. The word "friend" may be equally applied to Proteus in 1.1 and in 5.4, so long as 
he follows the proper procedures. 
26 Cicero does say, "If by some chance a friend of ours possessed ambitions which, while not entirely 
laudable, nevertheless needed our assistance ... then we should have some justification in turning aside 
from the path of strict moral rectitude." However, he follows by warning that friendship does indeed have 
limits, "Short, that is of doing something absolutely disgraceful, since there are limits beyond which 
friendship could not excusably go" (208). 
27 Proteus takes her by force at 5.4.58; Valentine claims her as his own, then subsequently offers her back 
to ProteusiJ>roteus rejects her for Julia, at which point Silvia returns to Valentine's possession, and Thurio 
declares Sylvia his;Valentine-demands-that-T-hurio ''give [her] back" and Thurio does; the Duke appears 
and asserts his right over Sylvia before finally offering her to Valentine. Carroll discusses the literary 
tradition from which betrothal originated extensively in his introduction, particularly the connection 
between the giving of rings and the giving ofwomen, both of which occur in 5.4. 
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By taking courtly codes of conduct to such extreme ends, the final scene of The 
Two Gentlemen of Verona illustrates the result of embracing a counterfeit version of 
friendship. With the exception of Silvia, every major character in The Two Gentlemen of 
Verona abuses, rejects, neglects, or abandons true friendship in favor of the inferior 
imitation offered by the court. Thus, Proteus-the representative of self-love and 
inconstancy- while literally violating Silvia, also symbolically violates true friendship. 
When presented with the choice between true and counterfeit friendship, Valentine 
sacrifices Silvia for the sake of Proteus. The Duke and Sir Turio attempt to possess her, 
but only as a means of negotiating social position and power. As a female participant in a 
society that privileges male relationships, Julia expresses friendly feelings toward Silvia 
but neglects to act on her behalf when Proteus attempts to rape her. Even Sir Eglamour 
leaves Silvia, abandoning true friendship when threatened by the outlaws. 
Friendship cannot exist in isolation. Much like any form of love, its very 
substance derives from reciprocity- the offering of itself to another along with the 
acceptance and return of the gift. That mutuality of true friendship is entirely absent from 
The Two Gentlemen of Verona, and Silvia has no voice in the play from the time of 
Proteus's attempted rape. Thus true friendship, overpowered by a counterfeit model, 
stands to the side, subdued and speechless as the men negotiate the future. 
Some critics construe the abrupt, and not altogether agreeable, resolution of 
conflict between Valentine and Proteus along with the hasty reunion of lovers at the 
conclusion of The Two Gentlemen of Verona as the contrived packaging of an immature 
playwright.28 They suggest that Shakespeare tacks on a generic happy ending to satisfy 
28 See, for instance, Tom Macfaul' s account of the ending of Two Gentlemen of Verona on p. 73 of his 
book Male Friendship in Shakespeare and his Contemporaries. 
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his audience. This interpretation, however, undermines the seriousness and importance of 
what Shakespeare actually accomplishes in the final scene. He does not take lightly the 
negative effects of the early modem models of friendship by clumsily tying up loose 
ends, nor does he leave its critique to the clowns of the play, precisely because the 
consequences are so gravely serious. Carroll argues that 
The controversial ending of The Two Gentlemen of Verona presses the 
social demands of male friendship to their absurd limits, deliberately 
unsettling the audience by providing the form of closure but also leaving 
unresolved disturbing questions about desire, friendship and identity. (3) 
Shakespeare at once portrays early modem notions of friendship and depicts the results 
of accepting a counterfeit model. The ending of The Two Gentlemen of Verona is 
unsettling not only because of the absurd ends to which it goes, but also because the 
participants, like early modem theorists, do not recognize the incongruity and 
reprehensibility of those ends. At the beginning ofhis career, Shakespeare presents us 
with a definitive depiction of what friendship is not. Over the course of the following 
decade, he will labor to produce a picture of what it should be. 
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CHAPTER III 
RE-ENVISIONED FRIENDSIDP IN THE MERCHANT OF VENICE 
Although in Two Gentlemen of Verona Shakespeare exposes and rejects the 
models of friendship presented as "ideal" or "entire" in early modem England, he does 
not utterly reject the possibility of truly ideal friendship. If Two Gentlemen of Verona 
exposes the failures of conventional notions of friendship, then elsewhere in his canon he 
depicts several examples of authentic philia. Another treatise on friendship occurs in The 
Merchant of Venice, a play which almost character-for-character mirrors Two Gentlemen 
of Verona: Antonio and Bassanio recall Proteus and Valentine; Portia and Nerissa parallel 
Julia and Lucetta; Lorenzo, Gratiano, Salerio and Salanio echo the group of outlaws. 
Whereas Silvia alone strives to foil counterfeit friendship in Two Gentlemen of Verona, 
Shylock singlehandedly challenges true friendship in The Merchant of Venice. However, 
The Merchant of Venice puts Shakespeare's revised model of :friendship into dialogue 
with standard early modem notions of friendship in a way that is significantly more 
complex than in Two Gentlemen of Verona. 
Initially, the friendship between Antonio and Bassanio in The Merchant of Venice 
appears to be only one concern among the rich variety of topics that the play explores. 
However, the major themes developed throughout the work- risk and gain, freedom and 
submission, justice and mercy, love and hate-influence the rehabilitated vision of 
friendship Shakespeare presents in the play. In many ways, friendship in The Merchant of 
Venice offers audiences a striking alternative to the friendship presented in Two 
Gentlemen of Verona. More importantly, though, The Merchant ofVenice expands the 
scope and terms of true friendship, ultimately rejecting some of the key elements of the 
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early modern models, reviving forgotten or overlooked ideas from classical sources and 
the medieval model, and furnishing new components. 
The Merchant of Venice opens with an emphasis on friendship and felicity. 
Attempting to bolster Antonio's spirits as he privately broods, Salerio and Salanio 
playfully jibe him: 
Then let us say you are sad 
Because you are not merry; and 'twere as easy 
For you to laugh and leap, and say you are merry 
Because you are not sad. (1.1.47-50) 
Gratiano asks jovially, "When shall we laugh?" (1.1.66). And his copious language and 
fool-playing accentuate the friendly atmosphere that accompanies the group. The opening 
presents, as Joan Ozark Holmer points out, "a closely knit nucleus of Venetian male 
friends trying to help each other" ( 42). 
The scene also offers the audience an opportunity to view a private interaction 
between Antonio and Bassanio. The relationship between the men, like that of Valentine 
and Proteus, exhibits several qualities consistent with the tenets of early modern codes of 
friendship. They are both men of honor and status, and they have enjoyed a long-standing 
friendship. Moreover, they are kinsmen, and presumably they have spent their lives 
together.29 Bassanio says, "To you, Antonio, I I owe the most, in money and in love," 
indicating the deep attachment the men have for each other (1.1 .129-30). The statement 
declares that the relationship is one of trust and love, but also acknowledges the element 
of instrumentality present in the friendship. Antonio has loaned Bassanio money in the 
29 The Merchant of Venice I . I .57 
' 
past, and here Bassanio asks him to do so again. Incidentally, Bassanio requests the 
money because he, like Valentine, will shortly embark on a trip that will separate him 
from his friend. 
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The differences between the opening scenes of The Merchant of Venice and Two 
Gentlemen of Verona say far more about Shakespeare's vision of true friendship than any 
similarities between the two. Two Gentlemen of Verona begins by strongly underscoring 
the inward focus of the friendship between Valentine and Proteus. Neither wants to lose 
the pleasure of the other's company, but neither man wants to alter his own course. In 
Two Gentlemen of Verona, despite the fact that Valentine's voyage promises to benefit 
him, Proteus busily tries to persuade him to stay. Valentine "rather would entreat 
[Proteus'] company I To see the wonders of the world abroad I Than [live] dully 
sluggardized at home" ( 1.1. 7). When it becomes clear that Valentine will not change his 
plans, Proteus asks Valentine to "think on thy Proteus when thou haply seest I Some rare 
noteworthy object in thy travel" (1.1.12-13). Even in his absence Proteus wants to be the 
subject of Valentine' s thoughts and affections, yet Valentine thinks more highly of his 
own wisdom than of his friend's. He lightly mocks Proteus for falling in love, and though 
he has not experienced the emotion himself, he lectures and teases Proteus as if he 
himselfknows better. Additionally, though Proteus desires to accompany Valentine to the 
ship, Valentine insists on saying goodbye right then, denying his friend the opportunity to 
see him off. 
The Merchant of Venice also offers early indications of the type of friendship that 
Antonio and Bassanio share but suggests that it will develop much differently than that of 
Valentine and Proteus. For instance, the scene focuses almost immediately on the act of 
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giving. The play opens with Antonio musing about his affairs when his thoughts tum 
inward to hls melancholy. However, when Bassanio arrives, Antonio gives hls attention 
to hls friend. His first remark to Bassanio regards the latter's endeavors. He inquires, 
"Well, tell me now what lady is the same I To whom you swore a secret pilgrimage" 
(1.1.119-20). Bassanio's affairs interest hlm, and Antonio sets aside his own musings to 
attend to them. Moreover, unlike Proteus, Antonio does not attempt to persuade Bassanio 
to stay. Rather, he assures Bassanio, "my purse, my person, my extremest means I Lie all 
unlocked to your occasions" (1.1.138-9). Then he directs Bassanio, "Go presently 
inquire, and so will I, I Where money is, and I no question make I To have it of my trust 
or for my sake" (1.1.183-5). Finally, Antonio expresses hls willingness to risk- a theme 
that will gain even more importance once Shylock enters the drama- and sacrifice for hls 
friend when he says, "go forth. I And try what my credit can in Venice do; I That shall be 
racked even to the uttermost I To furnish thee to Belmont" (1.1.179-82). 
Bassanio--unlike Valentine, who focuses on Proteus' weakness- humbly admits 
his own failings and seeks Antonio 's help. He confesses, 
'Tis not unknown to you, Antonio, 
How much I have disabled mine estate 
By something showing a more swelling port 
Than my faint means would grant continuance. (1.1.122-25) 
Bassanio asks Antonio for money, but he does not request it in order to spend it on 
superficial and fading follies. Rather, he seeks the loan in order to obtain Portia's love. It 
is admittedly a hazard, but one that might potentially generate life. Holmer notes that 
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Bassanio is the only suitor to arrive at Belmont bearing "gifts of rich value" (2.9 .90). And 
C. L. Barber observes, 
Bassanio's borrowed purse is invested in life- including such lively 
things as the "rare new liveries" (II.ii.117) that excite Launcelot, and the 
"gifts of rich value" which excite Nerissa ... With the money, Bassanio 
invests himself, and so risks losing himself- as has to be the case with 
love. (19) 
Even his departure is not motivated by simple self-interest in the same way as 
Valentine's. Valentine goes to Milan in order to become a "perfect man" and elevate his 
social status through political alliances. Bassanio, however, has more complex motives. 
Though winning Portia would certainly increase his wealth, improve his financial 
situation, and raise his social position, Bassanio's intentions are not strictly mercenary. 
He mentions that Portia is rich, but he puts much more emphasis on her personal worth 
when he goes on to say, "And she is fair and, fairer than that word, I Of wondrous 
virtues" (1.1162-3).30 Bassanio also expresses the desire to "get clear of all the debts [he 
owes]" (1.1.134). The play does not indicate that he is being threatened by his debtors, 
least of all by Antonio, so we may assume that Bassanio's desire to pay his debts 
originates with his sense of honor and duty, rather than selfishness or fear. 
Additionally, Antonio and Bassanio's friendship differs in important ways, not 
only from the friendship of Valentine and Proteus, but also from standard early modern 
notions of friendship in general. For instance, it lacks entirely the humanist notion of a 
friend as "another self." Holmer notes that ''these two bosom friends, who share each 
3° Contrast Bassanio' s description of Portia with Claudio's reasons for wooing Hero in Much Ado About 
Nothing. 
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other' s strong suit for love, also counterbalance each other' s weaknesses" (137). Antonio 
and Bassanio may indeed be good friends, but they are very different men. Antonio is 
melancholy while Bassanio is jovial and festive. As a merchant Antonio has amassed 
wealth through the careful and considered risk of his ventures, while Bassanio has driven 
himself into substantial debt through his prodigality. Antonio prides himself on his 
wisdom and prowess as a merchant, while Bassanio shows humility toward Antonio. 
The dissimilarities between Antonio and Bassanio bring to light an important 
distinction in Shakespeare's depiction of friendship. Etymologically "friend"- and thus, 
"friendship"-is related to "free." Both words come from the Indo-European root pri-, 
"to love," as Stephen Slimp notes: ' 'the idea perhaps being that one loved those who were 
free; one didn't feel the same emotional connection toward slaves." However, the 
relationship of the words also carries another sense: Slimp further elaborates, "more than 
that ... one cannot have fast bonds of love with someone who is not in some way equal." 
Cicero gestures toward this meaning when he writes, "But it is of the utmost importance 
in friendship that superior and inferior should stand on an equality" (179). Under the 
humanist idea of friendship, a friend is "another self," meaning that one recognizes and 
loves the aspects of another that are most like oneself. Thus friendship in the humanist 
sense is essentially a form of self-love. That is not to say that similarity has no place 
within friendship-quite the contrary. When put in proper perspective within friendship it 
becomes the glue that binds the relationship together. However, similarity is not 
coincident with equality, and in humanist friendship such likenesses function as means to 
artificially create equality where none exists, as Shannon points out when she observes 
that the humanist ideal "radically cancels vertical difference" (11 ). 
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Equality, on the contrary, establishes a foundation on which friendship can 
flourish, while simultaneously allowing for difference of thought, feeling, and action- an 
idea which shows up repeatedly in Shakespeare's work. Holmer remarks that 
"Shakespeare saw beauty in multiplicity of detail," and thus provides characters with a 
wide range of personalities (3). This diversity of thought and feeling in no way hinders 
fast bonds of friendship between his characters. Indeed, the most resonating friendships 
in his corpus occur not between characters of equal social position but of equal virtue-
love, courage, duty, and so on-who willingly risk, give, and sacrifice for each other 
despite differences in personality. In The Merchant of Venice, Antonio and Bassanio, as 
well as Portia and Nerissa demonstrate equal virtue and willingly risk for each other. So 
also do Rosalind and Celia and Orlando and Adam in As You Like It, along with Antonio 
and Sebastian in Twelfth Night. 
The necessity of a form of virtuous equality, instead of superficial similarity, is 
not the only new element that Shakespeare adds to his vision of true friendship. Perhaps 
not coincidentally, like its counterpart in Two Gentlemen of Verona, 1.3 outlines the 
major governing principles of :friendship within the play. However, whereas Two 
Gentlemen of Verona associates friendship with manhood and social position, The 
Merchant of Venice uses fmanciallanguage to defme the relationship, explicitly 
connecting friendship with commerce and money, particularly the lending of money 
gratis. John Russell Brown argues, "previously commerce has been presented, in contrast 
to love, as concerned solely with possession and gain; now Shakespeare shows that it can 
involve personal relationships as well" (81 ). The scene also reintroduces the issue of risk 
and sets the authentic friendship between Antonio and Bassanio in direct opposition to 
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the counterfeit and contractual friendship that Shylock offers. In 1.3, Antonio and 
Bassanio apply to Shylock for a loan of three thousand ducats. In the maneuvering over 
the terms on which the loan is granted, Shakespeare allows the two contrasting 
conceptions of friendship to jostle for dominance and thus develops the central metaphor 
for friendship in The Merchant of Venice. 
The act of lending money gratis- giving or loaning freely, without consideration 
or calculation of one' s own interests- becomes the central proof of friendship in 1. 3. It is 
a requirement that would cut to the quick for any English nobleman, many of whom were 
chronically in debt. I have already noted Shepard's observation that "despite the 
idealization of 'entire' friendship it could involve the indebtedness and obligations which 
men were ordinarily anxious to avoid, especially since there was increasing uncertainty 
about how to detect genuine friendship from falsity" (124). Financial obligations to a 
friend entailed more than the exchange of funds because money did not simply represent 
material wealth in early modem England but also served as a testament to social status. 
To risk one' s wealth on a friend endangered not only a means of living but also one's 
estate and reputation. 
The same dilemma arises in The Merchant of Venice. For Shylock and Antonio, 
money is not just a means for living but also an essential part of each man's identity. As a 
merchant and a moneylender, their occupations defme their roles in the drama. Shylock 
clearly identifies men, himself included, with their money. His first words in the play are 
"Three thousand ducats, well" (1.3.1), and he chides Antonio, "In the Rialto you have 
rated me I About my moneys and my usances," equating Antonio' s condemnation of his 
financial practices with a condemnation of himself ( 1.3 .1 05-6). He has no trouble 
equating a pound of Antonio' s flesh with three thousand ducats. And at the trial in 4.1, 
when the Duke has taken Shylock's wealth, he cries, 
Nay, take my life and all! Pardon not that! 
You take my house when you do take the prop 
That doth sustain my house. You take my life 
When you do take the means whereby I live. (4.1.372-5) 
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Shylock depends so deeply on his money to shape, or "prop up," his identity that he 
would rather die than lose that part ofhirnself. More crucially, Shylock defines even 
virtue in financial terms. He assures Bassanio that "Antonio is a good man" (1.3.11) but 
he clarifies that his "meaning in saying he is a good man is to have you understand me 
that he is sufficient" ( 1.3 .15-6). 
Similarly, Antonio identifies himself by his refusal to participate in usurious 
dealings when he says, 
Shylock, albeit I neither lend nor borrow 
By taking nor by giving of excess 
Yet to supply the ripe wants of my friend, 
I'll break a custom. (1.3.58-61) 
These lines articulate the very heart of true friendship in The Merchant of Venice. Here 
Antonio asserts his willingness to help Bassanio at the expense of his own interests. He 
agrees to lend Bassanio the money, which he clearly does not have on hand, fully aware 
of the possibility that it may not be returned to him, and he even willingly becomes 
bound to a man with a grudge against him. More crucially, though, by "break[ing] a 
custom" Antonio goes so far as to willingly set aside his own identity in order to "supply" 
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Bassanio' s "wants." In so doing, Antonio submits himself-his whole identity- to the 
demands of love. When Shylock protests, "Methought you said you neither lend nor 
borrow I Upon advantage" (1.3.67-8), Antonio reaffirms his position: "I do never use 
it"-a statement that at once asserts his identity within the commercial world along with 
the stakes at risk (1.3.68). 
Here Shakespeare crafts a charged exchange between Antonio the merchant and 
Shylock the usurer, the generosity of the one contrasting sharply with the "thrift" of the 
other (1.3.47). The importance ofthisjuxtaposition lies in the way that each man handles 
money, not only because of the questionable morality of usury but also because 
friendship is expressed in explicitly economic terms in the dealings between Antonio, 
Bassanio, and Shylock. We have already witnessed Antonio's generosity to Bassanio. In 
1.3 we discover that it extends beyond the close-knit circle ofhis friends. Antonio is a 
businessman and makes his living as a merchant. Yet, he makes clear here that he refuses 
to participate in usury of any sort. And we learn later that Antonio has even "delivered 
from [Shylock's] forfeitures I Many that have at times made moan to [him]" (3.3.22-3). 
Holmer explains why Antonio's rejection of usury testifies to his virtue and friendliness: 
Theologians condemned usurious lending because it violated God's 
commandment to love one's neighbor as oneself; it also violated 
dependence on God by avoiding the risk inherent in natural enterprise, and 
it violated nature because inanimate money could not breed, nor was time, 
a common property to all, a salable commodity. (30) 
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Antonio' s discussion of usury with Shylock at 1.3.69-93 affirms Holmer' s assessment. 
By associating the practice with loving one' s neighbors, lending money without interest 
becomes synonymous with friendship. 
Shylock, then, rapidly emerges as the antithesis of Antonio. His introductory 
words- "Three thousand ducats, well"-not only indicate a preoccupation with money 
but also hint at how he handles his affairs in general. In contrast to the felicitous and 
generous language ofthe group of friends in 1.1 , Shylock's brief line at his entrance 
suggests his thrifty and cautious nature. His reluctance, even anxiety, over risking his 
wealth resembles the growing apprehension in early modern England over the risks of 
"ideal" friendship and aligns him with the codes of friendship so prevalent at the time 
that Shakespeare is writing. If liberality is the basis of friendship, Shylock's insistence on 
charging interest, then, signals his enmity toward Antonio. The audience has already 
heard Shylock's confession at 1.3.39 that he hates Antonio specifically for his lending 
practices. Antonio, too, recognizes Shylock's hostility and demands, 
If thou wilt lend this money, lend it not 
As to thy friends, for when did friendship take 
A breed for barren metal of his friend? 
But lend it rather to thine enemy, 
Who if he break, thou mayst with better face 
Exact the penalty. (1.3.130-5) 
Antonio' s statement follows immediately upon Shylock's list of grievances against him, a 
list in which Shylock implies that the simple act of lending the money is a favor. Antonio 
challenges Shylock's equivocation, insisting that money can be lent to a friend or an 
enemy; the favor, or kindness, resides in the terms. 
Despite the open hostility between the two men in the first half of the scene, 
Shylock answers Antonio's biting remark with an offer of"friendship": 
I would be friends with you and have your love, 
Forget the shames that you have stained me with, 
Supply your present wants, and take no doit 
Of usance for my moneys, and you'll not hear me. 
This kindness I offer. (1.3.136-40) 
Shy lock's "kindness" mimics Antonio's earlier profession of friendship for Bassanio at 
1.3.60. Just as Antonio agrees to break his custom "to supply the ripe wants of [his] 
friend," so also does Shylock offer to "supply (Antonio's] present wants." This abrupt 
change of heart initially seems out of character, even to Antonio and Bassanio. To his 
offer of a loan without interest, Bassanio responds, "this were kindness" (1.3.141). 
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However, Shylock's terms actually reveal his tactics as an attempt to employ this 
proof of friendship for his own gain. Here he begins to manipulate the language of 
friendship to disguise his sinister intentions. Holmer notes, "a major shift occurs midway 
through the scene when Shylock chooses to dissemble his real desire by feigning a 
conversion ofkindness toward Antonio in the so-called 'kind' bond" (143). Shylock 
offers, 
This kindness will I show 
Go with me to a notary, seal me there 
Your single bond; and, in a merry sport, 
If you repay me not on such a day, 
... let the forfeit 
Be nominated for an equal pound 
Of your fair flesh. (1.3.142-8) 
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Shylock's "kindness" refers not only to treating Antonio kindly by charging no interest 
but also asserts a kinship with him. Shylock contends that he and Antonio are of the same 
kind and gestures to the humanist notion of a friend as "another self." This "kindness," 
however, has menacing undertones. The "merry sport" of carving out a pound of 
Antonio's flesh contrasts sharply with the merriment at the opening of the play in which 
Gratiano tries to cheer Antonio "with mirth and laughter" (1.1.80). Gratiano directs his 
efforts toward improving Antonio' s mood- that is, toward his good. Shylock's sport, 
however, is not intended to guarantee Antonio's well-being, though he tries to pass it off 
as benevolence. The enjoyment of the arrangement belongs to Shylock alone. 
Understandably, then, Bassanio exclaims, "You shall not seal to such a bond for me!" 
(1.3.153). Yet, Antonio does not hesitate to agree to Shylock' s contractual friendship. 
As with the early modem codes of friendship, this external proof, or law, of 
friendship expressed by lending money free of interest can also conceal feigned 
friendship. Technically, Shylock's terms fall within the parameters of friendship laid out 
in the scene. He agrees to Antonio' s prohibition against interest. Yet, Shylock's 
"friendship" varies from Antonio' s in two vital ways. First, though Shylock agrees not to 
charge interest on the loan, the offer does not, strictly speaking, avoid all forms of usury. 
Holmer contends, "for most Elizabethans usury could be defmed as lending and 
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contracting for gain, that is expecting or taking anything beyond the principal lent, 
without risk or adventuring" (30). Antonio's pound of flesh serves as a bond or 
assurance, shielding Shylock from any real risk. Even if Antonio fails to repay the loan, 
Shylock stands to benefit from the elimination of an enemy. Second, Shylock's offer of 
friendship lacks the grace present in the relationship between Antonio and Bassanio. 
Antonio lends money to Bassanio, even without the assurance that he will eventually get 
it back. By contrast, Shylock provides for his own interests in any outcome. Either he will 
receive back his principal and assure Antonio's future good favor, or he will get to 
murder his enemy legally. He sets up the transaction so that he cannot possibly come out 
the loser. 
The scene concludes with the contractual friendship sealed, and Antonio content 
with the terms. Hutson asserts, 
What the Jewish usurer enables is a husbandry complicated by a Christian 
humanist discourse of amicitia- that is, the textualized friendship between 
men that forms the medium in which a successful plot is conceived and 
carried out. For it is the Jew, with his murderous insistence that he may 
"be assured" of Antonio's bond (I.iii.26), who personifies the anxiety that 
is always latent in the idea of amicitia- the anxiety that the "love" 
between like-minded men will not be able to sustain the pressure of the 
uncertainty, the strategic lack of assurance, that contributes vitally to the 
rhetorical, and therefore the economic success of their collective 
enterprise. (228) 
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Antonio and Shylock are bound together by a contract that outwardly resembles 
friendship and was formed to insure certainty in a relationship that has never been "like-
minded." It seems to have worked. "Hie thee, gentle Jew. I The Hebrew will tum 
Christian; he grows kind," Antonio says to Bassanio as they leave (1.3.177). Hutson 
further states that "the sign of friendship or love as the ability and desire to give here 
becomes radically indeterminate" (231 ). But that is not precisely true. Antonio may have 
accepted Shylock' s offer as "friendship," but the audience, privy to Shylock' s secret 
thoughts, has no such difficulty recognizing Antonio' s desire to give and Shylock's 
desire to take. Neither is Bassanio completely taken in. He replies to Antonio's remark, "I 
like not fair terms and a villain's mind" (1.3.178). The conclusion of 1.3, however, 
confirms the impression that distinguishing between true and false friendship operating 
within a code can prove difficult, though not ultimately impossible. 
The critical difference between Antonio' s and Shylock's forms of friendship 
manifests itself further in the scenes following 1.3. The friendship of Antonio and 
Bassanio repeatedly offers the men freedom. Antonio's freely offered purse gives 
Bassanio the freedom to court and win Portia. Beyond the physical freedom Antonio' s 
money provides for Bassanio, Antonio's friendship also allows for emotional freedom. In 
2.8 Salerio recounts Antonio's parting words to Bassanio before he leaves for Belmont: 
Slubber not business for my sake, Bassanio 
But stay the very riping of the time; 
And for the Jew's bond which he hath of me 
Let it not enter in your mind of love. 
Be merry, and employ your chiefest thoughts 
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To courtship and such fair ostents of love 
As shall conveniently become you there. (2.8.39-45) 
Antonio frees Bassanio to pursue his suit of love for Portia, setting at ease any 
competition between friendship and romantic love, and he frees Bassanio from any guilt 
for his bond to Shylock. Antonio grieves over the departure of his friend since Salerio 
remarks on his eyes "being big with tears" (2.8.46). However, Antonio encourages 
Bassanio' s happiness when he admonishes him to "be merry" and does not even burden 
Bassanio with the knowledge of his grief, but turns his face away to keep his sadness 
hidden. Bassanio, in return, helps to free Antonio from Shylock's custody, physically as 
well as financially. 
In contrast, restrictiveness marks Shylock' s friendship. Just as Shylock legally 
binds Antonio in "friendship" in 1.3, he also has Antonio bound physically when he 
forfeits the terms of the bond. In 3.3, Shylock offers no hope of freedom to the jailed 
Antonio. Neither does Shylock offer Antonio any freedom from the guilt of his 
grievances. Rather, he forces Antonio to recall his offenses when he says "Thou calledst 
me dog before thou hadst a cause" (3.3.6). Shylock's only answer to Antonio' s plea for 
mercy is a repetitive insistence on his right to the bond. "I'll have my bond," he repeats 
five times. And by applying to the tenets of friendship laid out in 1.3, Shylock can 
rightfully demand his bond of "friendship" according to the Jetter of the law. 
At the trial in 4.1, Shylock continues to appeal to law in order to uphold the bond 
established between himself and Antonio. And, here, Shakespeare pronounces judgment 
on Shylock' s feigned friendship. Just as Shylock believes that the strict justice of the law 
is on his side against Antonio, he also believes that he has manipulated the code of 
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friendship for his own benefit. And at the beginning of the scene it looks as ifhe will 
prevail. However, adherence to the strict letter of the law is not enough to transform 
Shylock's hunger for revenge into justice. Neither is an observance ofthe tenets of a code 
of friendship enough to call the relationship between Antonio and Shylockphilia. 
Lawrence Danson asserts, "the claims of the old law ... cannot be denied, but they must be 
supplemented in such a way that this otherwise inflexible law is put into a more proper 
relationship to individual men, to society as a whole, and to divinity" (63). Similarly, 
some claims of the old codes of friendship cannot be denied. Friendship operates through 
acts and feelings of good will, so there is nothing inconsistent in saying that true friends 
must demonstrate loyalty or help each other out of dire circumstances. At the same time, 
Shakespeare shows that, as Barber notes, "human relationships are stronger than their 
outward signs"-friendship is not simply a strict adherence to a code of conduct (187). It 
at once encompasses the code and is more than it, requiring a grace not available for 
those who apply to the letter of the law. 
One final scene speaks to the solidarity of Antonio and Bassanio' s friendship. 
Throughout the play Antonio has been giving, risking, and sacrificing for Bassanio's 
sake. Bassanio fmally has the opportunity to risk for Antonio at the end of the play and 
does so. When the letter arrives bearing news of Antonio's misfortunes and imprisonment 
at the very moment ofBassanio's success, he sacrifices his wedding night without 
hesitation or consideration of himself. At the trial, he offers to give Shylock twice and 
three times the amount of the original loan on Antonio' s behalf. And at the end of 4.1, 
when Portia disguised as Balthazar, demands the wedding ring which Bassanio has 
vowed never to part with, he hands it over and risks his marriage for the sake of 
friendship. 
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At first glance, it is perplexing that Shakespeare, having just secured the 
friendship between Antonio and Bassanio against the threat posed by Shylock, would 
again test the relationship through gender tension and thus resurrect the competition 
between romantic love and friendship that Antonio puts to rest in 2.8. However, prior to 
4.1, Bassanio's commitment to his friend has not been tested to the same extent as 
Antonio' s. The episode of the rings provides an opportunity for Bassanio to reciprocate 
loyalty to the same degree that Antonio has demonstrated toward him. Bassanio's risk is 
not life threatening in the same sense as Antonio's. However, when he gives the ring in 
payment for services offered to a friend, his hazard has the very real potential to 
significantly alter his life. Bassanio does not know that he is giving the ring to Portia. 
Regardless, he willingly pays the "debt of love" (Danson 21 ). And, as Danson notes, "by 
giving it, in the selfsame gesture, to Portia he ensures the ring's return and the closure 
therefore of another of the play' s circles of harmony" (21 ). In Bassanio' s willingness to 
risk everything for his friend, the hazard that Antonio makes at the beginning of the play 
returns to him with greater rewards than he could have foreseen. 
Shakespeare does not provide us with his vision of true friendship in utopia. His 
Venice is a world of risk, and one of its risks involves the possibility of counterfeit 
friendship-a consistent theme throughout Shakespeare's work. Another of its risks 
includes sacrifice and loss. Despite his genuine friendship with Bassanio, Antonio loses 
much of his living and nearly his life. Yet, there is something to be said for what he gains 
at the end of the play. Holmer argues, "gain may be, paradoxically, the reward of giving 
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and hazarding .... But the mystery underlying the test is that only in giving and risking 
for another freely, not motivated primarily by the expectation or intent of personal gain, 
does one fmd true rewards" (113). Antonio risks himself without thought of personal 
consequences, and-unlike Shylock, who refuses to risk and thinks only of his own 
interests, but subsequently loses everything- Antonio gains humility, a new appreciation 
for life, and an expanded circle of friends with whom he may go on living and loving. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FEMALE FRIENDSlllP IN SHAKESPEARE'S COMEDIES 
In the previous chapters, I have limited my analysis to friendship between men 
because, as MacFaul observes, "the Renaissance praise of friendship tended to emphasize 
its importance for a man's life" (3). With good reason, Shakespeare emphasizes male 
friendship in both Two Gentlemen of Verona and The Merchant of Venice. Ideas about 
male friendship provided the foundation of early modem thought on the relationship and 
would have been foremost in the early modem mind. Logically, the best way to cure the 
maladies afflicting attitudes toward friendship is to go to their root. Shakespeare 
addresses the underlying contradictions within ideal male friendship in Two Gentlemen of 
Verona and restores the relationship in The Merchant of Venice, but he doesn' t stop there. 
The Merchant of Venice not only disregards the humanist and courtly models but also 
radically broadens the definition of friendship to include women and servants. This 
chapter examines a selection of female friendships- Portia and Nerissa from The 
Merchant of Venice, Beatrice and Hero from Much Ado About Nothing, and Rosalind and 
Celia from As You Like It- that, contrary to commonly held ideas, exhibit the qualities of 
genuine friendship. These friendships depict women who risk, sacrifice, and suffer for 
each other. They remain constant through adversity, and they love deeply without 
expectation of personal gain. 
Though one cannot overstate the contributions made by Portia and Nerissa to 
resolving the central conflict of The Merchant of Venice, the play is not, strictly speaking, 
a story about Portia and Nerissa's friendship. The drama focuses primarily on the 
tribulations that Antonio and Bassanio face as friends. Naturally, then, Portia and 
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Nerissa's friendship does not undergo the rigorous testing that the men experience. The 
women do not, for instance, have the opportunity to risk their lives for one another nor 
prove their love to the extent that Antonio and Bassanio do. However, the relationship 
between Portia and Nerissa portrays for the first time in Shakespeare's canon a female 
friendship with the capacity and freedom to operate according to the same principles as 
male friendship in the play. This development is significant not simply because the 
relationship is between women, but also because it is between women of unequal social 
rank. 
Unlike Julia and Lucetta in Two Gentlemen of Verona, Portia and Nerissa from 
their first appearance in 1.2 demonstrate mutual respect and concern for each other. 
When Nerissa gently rebuffs Portia's melancholic opening line, Portia humbly yet 
approvingly responds, "Good sentences, and well pronounced" ( 1.2.1 0). 31 Portia openly 
shares her opinions and feelings with Nerissa throughout the play, alluding to an 
unspoken understanding they share when she says of the suitor Falconbridge, "You know 
I say nothing to him, for he understands not me, nor I him" (1.2.66-7). Portia suggests 
that Nerissa comprehends even feelings and thoughts she does not express verbally, a 
connection that is again demonstrated in the final scene when the women work 
seamlessly to tease their husbands. She willingly shares her wedding day with Nerissa 
when they both marry in 3.2. And fmally, Portia, withholding her intentions even from 
her husband, trusts only Nerissa with the details of her plan to free Antonio from 
Shylock's bond. 
31 Compare Portia's interaction with Nerissa to Julia' s harsh response to Lucetta's acceptance of a letter 
from Proteus at 1.2.41-7. 
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In return, Nerissa unfailingly supports and encourages Portia. She assures her 
mistress, "You need not fear, lady," when Portia expresses doubt about following her 
father's will (1.2.98). Nerissa reminds Portia of the hope of future joy when she mentions 
Bassanio at 1.2.10-12, later indicating a deep desire for Portia's happiness when she 
utters a prayer at the end of2.9: "Bassanio, Lord Love, if thy will it be!" And Nerissa is 
the first to rejoice for Portia and Bassanio when Bassanio chooses the correct casket and 
wins Portia as his bride: "My lord and lady, it is now our time, I That have stood by and 
seen our wishes prosper, I To cry, 'good joy.' Good joy, my lord and lady!" (3.2.186-8). 
More significantly, in 3.4 Nerissa readily disguises herself as a man at great risk in order 
to accompany Portia to Venice. 32 
Furthermore, Portia and Nerissa show themselves to be, as Holmer notes, "young 
women uncommonly wise and witty" (98). Each demonstrates the capability to correctly 
evaluate human character in the rigorous word play of 1.2, as well as in the casket scenes. 
Moreover, Portia and Nerissa each understand the necessity of submitting their own wills 
to that of someone wiser, and they possess the humility to do so. Nerissa continuously 
submits to Portia's directions and desires, as Portia submits, albeit begrudgingly, to the 
will of her deceased father. In disguise, the women successfully work in tandem, and the 
relationship plays a vital role in the resolution of the drama's conflict. Nerissa's 
appearance as a legal clerk lends credence to Portia's disguise as the lawyer Balthasar, 
which secures Antonio's life in the trial scene. Moreover, the success of their disguises 
rests almost wholly on their ability to portray themselves as wise and experienced 
practitioners of the law, despite their lack of formal training. In short, the women display 
32 Merry E. Wiesner discusses the punishments for women found to dress in men's clothing on pages 53-55 
of her book Women and Gender in Early Modern Europe. She argues that cross-dressing and the "gender 
inversion" associated with it was "more threatening than female homoeroticism." 
a loyalty and constancy to each other entirely consistent with the requirements for male 
friendship in early modem England. 
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Moreover, in every way the women equal the men's capacity for virtue. I have 
already mentioned their humility. Additionally, Portia shows herself as generous as 
Antonio when she sends money for his release, offering to "pay [Shy lock] six thousand, 
and deface the bond; I Double six thousand, and then treble that" (3.2.299-300). She also 
demonstrates her willingness to sacrifice when she sends Bassanio away immediately 
after their marriage. In 3.4, Lorenzo remarks on Portia's capacity for phi/ia: 
Madam, although I speak it in your presence, 
You have a noble and true conceit 
Of godlike amity, which appears most strongly 
In bearing thus the absence of your lord. (3.4.1-4) 
The "godlike amity" to which Lorenzo refers is Portia's willingness to give up her 
wedding night for the sake of her husband's friend. His use of the epithets "noble" and 
"true" is significant as well. After all, these terms simply did not apply to the friendship 
of women, which was typically thought of only in terms of instrumentality, but rather 
were reserved for ideal friendships between men. Portia's response demonstrates another 
of her virtues-the desire to do "good" for others- while simultaneously affirming the 
play's general statement about friendship. She replies, 
I never did repent for doing good 
Nor shall not now; for in companions 
That do converse and waste the time together 
Whose souls do bear an equal yoke of love, 
There must be needs a like proportion 
Of lineaments, of manners, and of spirit. 
Which makes me think that this Antonio, 
Being the bosom lover of my lord, 
Must needs be like my lord. (3.4.10-18) 
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Her phrasing evokes the language used by humanists, particularly her assertion that 
' 'there must be needs a like proportion I Of lineaments, of manners, and of spirit." 
However, Portia's synopsis of friendship asserts that these qualities mature along with the 
friendship, not that friendship develops because of an inherent correspondence of souls. It 
is only through ''wast[ing] the time together" and "bear[ing] an equal yoke of love" for 
each other that these similarities emerge in friends. 
Not only do Portia and Nerissa demonstrate the same virtues necessary for 
friendship as the men in the play, but their acting out of friendship leads to greater 
accomplishments than Antonio and Bassanio' s relationship. Antonio and Bassanio 
necessarily focus on their friendship because each man at one point finds himself in great 
need of assistance from the other. As a result, the good that comes of the friendship most 
directly affects them personally-Antonio 's loan helps Bassanio win Portia' s love, and 
Bassanio's loyalty, with help from Portia, helps save Antonio from Shylock's sinister 
bond. However, Portia and Nerissa's friendship always focuses outwardly toward others. 
MacFaul writes, 
[C. S.] Lewis figures friendship as involving individuals who are 'side by 
side' rather than face to face, and this is how we see them on stage-
whilst we register their alliances, their positioning often draws our 
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attention away from the friendship itself to the direction or purpose of the 
friendship. Despite Humanist attempts to make friendship an end in itself, 
then, there is always a tendency for it to point outwards. (17) 
In some ways Antonio and Bassanio' s friendship does "point outwards." In 1.3, as well 
as in the trial scene at 4.1, we see Antonio and Bassanio shoulder-to-shoulder opposing 
Shylock. However, while Antonio and Bassanio fight for the good of their own 
friendship, Portia and Nerissa's friendship always focuses on securing the good of others. 
Acting outwardly in their friendship, the women secure the wellbeing and 
happiness of virtually their whole circle of friends. Indeed, Portia and Nerissa's efforts on 
behalf of Antonio, rather than Bassanio' s attempt to ransom him with money, ultimately 
provide for Antonio' s freedom and thus restore Bassanio' s happiness. Moreover, along 
with Antonio' s release, they help arrange an inheritance for Lorenzo and Jessica. In their 
ability to look beyond their own friendship, Portia and Nerissa both assure the happiness 
of their friends and provide the happy ending that they themselves enjoy. 
Like the friendship between Portia and Nerissa, the relationship between Beatrice 
and Hero in Much Ado About Nothing plays a secondary role in the central scheme of the 
romantic comedy. The comic impulse of the plays, which seeks to assure the marital 
union, necessarily marginalizes the female friendships at the end of the dramas. Despite 
this trivialization of female friendship, the women present an image of philia that defies 
the expectations and restrictions laid out in early modem codes of friendship. Contrary to 
typical early modem beliefs about women, the friendship between Beatrice and Hero 
emerges as the most constant relationship in the play. The women have grown up 
together and have a longstanding friendship. Beatrice says of Hero at 4.1, "until last 
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night, I I have this twelvemonth been her bedfellow," indicating their closeness, despite 
their limited interaction throughout the play ( 4.1 .148-9). Moreover, they remain constant 
to each other throughout the play. Though Hero has more than enough wedding 
preparations to occupy her thoughts, she also shows concern for Beatrice, assuring Don 
Pedro, "I will do any modest office, my lord, to help my cousin to a good husband" 
(2.1.357-8). She plainly possesses knowledge of her cousin's feelings for Benedick, and 
in 3.1, Hero contrives to trick Beatrice into acknowledging her love for the man. Angela 
Pitt observes, "it is the only moment in the play when [Hero] is galvanized into action on 
her own initiative" (106). 
Likewise, Beatrice treats Hero more gently than any other character in the play 
and defends her when even her father believes that she is guilty. Indeed, after Claudio 
unjustly accuses Hero, Beatrice is the first character to defend her. "0, on my soul, my 
cousin is belied!" she exclaims after Leonato expresses doubt about Hero's virtue and 
Benedick admits his bewilderment (4.1 .146). After perhaps the most serious and 
melancholy admission of love in Shakespeare's canon, with equal seriousness Beatrice 
asks Benedick to kill Claudio. When Benedick responds, "Ha! Not for the wide world," 
Beatrice sets aside her own prospect for happiness and attempts to leave Benedick. She 
refuses to secure her own happiness when her cousin's hopes and fortunes have been 
crushed. While Hero fares "very ill," so also does Beatrice (5.2.84). In her grief over 
Hero's slandered reputation, Beatrice rails, "Is 'a not approved in the height a villain, that 
I hath slandered, scorned, dishonored my kinswoman?" ( 4.1.300-1 ). And, when Benedick 
refuses her request, she wishes herself capable of avenging her cousin, crying, "0 God, 
that I were a man! I would eat his heart in the marketplace" ( 4.1.305). When at last the 
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trouble between Claudio and Hero is settled, Hero again takes up her duty of seeing 
Beatrice married to Benedick. She states triumphantly, "And here's another I Writ in my 
cousin's hand, stol'n from her pocket, I Containing her affection unto Benedick," 
producing the evidence of Beatrice's love for Benedick (5.4.86-8). 
By contrast, Benedick and Claudio have only been friends for a short time, and 
early on, Beatrice refers to Benedick's inconstancy when she asks the messenger, "Who 
is his companion now? He has every month a new sworn brother" (1.1.67 -8). Claudio, 
too, shows himself incapable of long honoring his friendly oath. The men became friends 
while at war, suggesting they share a bond of self-induced bachelorhood. Yet, when he 
first sees Hero, Claudio immediately sets aside his "soldier's eyes" and declares his love 
for her ( 1.1286). Benedick asks incredulously, "But I hope you have not intent to turn 
husband, have you?" and Claudio replies, "I would scarce trust myself, though I had 
sworn the contrary, ifHero would be my wife" (1.1.185-6, 187-8). Unsurprisingly, after 
Claudio breaks his troth with Hero an even more serious rift occurs between the men 
when Beatrice charges Benedick to kill his friend. They are far removed from their 
"sworn brother[hood]" by the time Benedick challenges Claudio, accusing him, "You are 
a villain. I jest not. I will make it good how you dare, with what you dare, and when you 
dare" (5.1.145-7). Incidentally, Benedick's behavior here ironically attests to dignity of 
true friendship, even as he breaks friendship with Claudio. Unlike Valentine in Two 
Gentlemen of Verona, Benedick has the moral fortitude to call Claudio a villain and 
refuses to accept a superficial form of friendship. Benedick and Claudio ' s friendship is 
ultimately restored only after Claudio atones for his mistake and marries Hero. 
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Even the longstanding friendship between Don Pedro and Leonato experiences 
trouble before ultimately being restored at the end of the play. The men greet each other 
as dear friends, Leonato invites Don Pedro and his guests to lodge at his home for "at 
least a month," and Don Pedro happily accepts the invitation. The men jovially embark 
on a campaign to see the young people married off, and happiness appears inevitable 
until the plotting of Don John and Borachio. Claudio and Don Pedro's accusations 
against Hero reflect badly on both the girl and father as well, and Leonato simultaneously 
faces the dishonor of both his daughter and his family honor. By 5.1, the relationship 
between Don Pedro and Leonato, much like that of Benedick and Claudio, has devolved 
into outright enmity. Leonato responds to Don Pedro's hasty attempt to get away from 
him with sarcasm, saying, "Some haste, my lord! Well, fare you well, my lord. I Are you 
so hasty now? Well, all is one" (5.1.48). And he bitterly asks Claudio, "Canst thou so 
daffme? Thou hast killed my child. I If thou kill ' s me, boy, thou shalt kill a man" 
( 5 .1. 78-9). Once again, the relationship is restored only after the resolution of the conflict 
at the end of the play. Hero and Beatrice, then, despite the expectations and dictates of 
classical and early modem models of friendship, provide the only example of constant 
and loyal friendship in Much Ado About Nothing. 
While Beatrice and Hero's friendship takes a back seat to the romantic plotlines 
of Much Ado About Nothing, As You Like It goes farther than any other play in 
Shakespeare's canon in asserting the necessity and value of female friendship. 
Additionally, unlike in any other of Shakespeare 's works, from the beginning As You 
Like It insistently emphasizes the relationship between the two women, rather than one 
between men. Rosalind and Celia appear together in more of the play's scenes than any 
other characters, and Pitt remarks that in As You Like It ''there are very definitely two 
heroines, not a heroine and her pale foil," for Celia and Rosalind- unlike Portia and 
Nerissa- are social equals, and each woman maintains a strong role in the friendship 
(112). 
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Initially, Celia takes the leading role in the relationship. She tries to cheer 
Rosalind's sadness over the "condition of [her] estate," assuring her, "for what he hath 
taken away from thy father perforce I will render thee again in affection. By mine honor, 
I will" (1.2.18-20). She makes the greater claim oflove, saying, "Herein I see thou lov'st 
me not with the full weight that I love thee" (1.2.7-8). And she provides the inspiration 
for their merriment when Rosalind can only ask, "What shall be our sport, then?" 
(1.2.29). Additionally, when Duke Frederick- fearful of Rosalind's popularity with the 
people and the possible loss of his estate- banishes her for treason in 1.3, Celia 
vehemently defends her cousin: 
But now I know her. If she be a traitor, 
Why, so am I. We still have slept together, 
Rose at an instant, learned, played, eat together, 
And wheresoe'er we went, like Juno' s swans 
Still we went coupled and inseparable. (1.3.70-4) 
Not only does Celia vouch for Rosalind here, but she does so at significant risk to herself. 
She aligns herself politically with Rosalind against her father, essentially asserting that 
their closeness has fostered such equality between them that if one proves a traitor, the 
other does as well. Moreover, she sets a precedent for the closeness that they will 
continue to share throughout the remainder of the play. 
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When the Duke unrelentingly orders Rosalind to leave, Celia first asserts that she 
will leave as well, saying, "Shall we be sundered? Shall we part, sweet girl? I No, let my 
father seek another heir" (1.3.96-7). She willingly, even eagerly, sets aside her duty to her 
father, her home, and her inheritance in order to remain with Rosalind. Celia then decides 
what they must do and how it should be done. Only after Celia initiates the plan does 
Rosalind begin to contribute to its acting out. The women assume aliases- Rosalind 
disguising herself as a man named Ganymede and signaling the leading role she will 
shortly assume in the relationship, and Celia taking the name Aliena-and they depart 
with Touchtone for the forest of Arden. Once the women leave court, Rosalind takes up 
the slack when Celia exhibits weakness. She bolsters Celia, encouraging, "Therefore 
courage, good Aliena!" (2.4.7-8). Furthermore, this time Rosalind constructs the plan to 
buy the cottage and live as shepherds when Celia becomes "with travel much oppressed I 
And faints for succor" (2.4.70-1). Thus, the women live successfully, disguised as 
"brother" and sister. 
Unlike Helena and Hermia inA Midsummer Night 's Dream, or Valentine and 
Proteus for that matter, jealousy over lovers never divides Rosalind and Celia. Rosalind 
enters the forest of Arden already in love with Orlando, while Celia has no such 
attachment. As Pitt points out, "it is, incidentally, further proof of Celia's selfless loyalty 
that there is not an ounce of jealousy in her" (114). To the contrary, Celia excitedly 
announces Orlando's presence in the forest to Rosalind and encourages her cousin's 
affection while having a laugh about it in the process, saying, "0 wonderful, wonderful, 
and most wonderful wonderful! And yet again wonderful, and after that, out all of 
whooping!" (3.2.188-90). Furthermore, Celia patiently endures the fluctuations of 
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Rosalind' s emotions as she first weeps over Orlando' s inconstancy in 3.4, then exclaims 
"0 coz, coz, coz, my pretty little coz, that thou I didst know how many fathom deep I am 
in love!" in 4.1. And, although she mistrusts Orlando' s constancy, Celia dutifully plays 
the "priest" to the mock marriage in the forest in 4.1, going along with her cousin's plan, 
and even rescuing their ruse when Rosalind swoons in front of Oliver in 4.3. 
Forced into exile and an even closer reliance on their friendship, Rosalind and 
Celia work cooperatively and faithfully throughout the play to build a life in the forest of 
Arden. True to Celia' s promise, they rarely appear separately- for, whatever the 
circumstances, they each remain constant to the other. Additionally, Rosalind and Celia 
anchor each other's identities. Not only do both women willingly give up the identities 
they have at Frederick's court in order to retain their friendship, but they are virtually the 
only characters in the play who can recognize the other's true self. Everyone else in the 
forest knows them only by their aliases. Furthermore, they equally share the burden of 
friendship, supplementing each other's weaknesses and keeping each other' s confidences. 
Though both women fall in love, it is a circumstance that coincides with their friendship 
rather than divides it. At the end of As You Like It, the women find that the confusion 
created by their mutual deception must be rectified by revealing their true identities. 
Fittingly, even in the action that will unite them with their beloveds, the women assert 
their unity in friendship, leaving the gathering together as Ganymede and Aliena and 
returning together as Rosalind and Celia. 
In The Merchant of Venice, Much Ado About Nothing, and As You Like It, 
Shakespeare frees female friendship from the restrictions of early modem codes of ideal 
friendship. He treats friendships between women with a dignity and seriousness typically 
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reserved for male friendship. Moreover, he accomplishes this feat not by subjecting or 
conforming the relationships to the ideals of his time. Rather, he writes convincingly 
about women-strong, intelligent, loyal, and generous women-who also happen to be 
friends, and whose friendships shape the course and outcome of the plays as profoundly 
as any of the friendships between men. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION: THE RESTORATION OF FAILED FRIENDSHIP IN THE WINTER'S 
TALE 
The previous chapters examine friendships-with the exception ofValentine and 
Proteus- that remain unflinchingly constant. In The Merchant of Venice, Much Ado 
About Nothing, and As You Like It, Shakespeare depicts friendships that flout humanist 
conventions of complete unity yet still manage to demonstrate absolute loyalty and 
constancy. For instance, Antonio and Bassanio, as well as the other friends, begin and 
end the play with the same intensity of philia. But what about flawed friendship? 
Imperfect friendships, such as those between Valentine and Proteus in Two Gentlemen of 
Verona, Leonato and Don Pedro in Much Ado About Nothing, and Palamon and Arcite in 
The Two Noble Kinsmen occur across Shakespeare's canon. According to humanism-
which insists not only on the principle of a friend as another self but also on the 
permanence of ideal friendship-a broken relationship hardly qualifies as friendship at 
all. At the end of his career, Shakespeare deviates in yet another way from early modern 
models when he offers hope for the redemption of betrayed friendship in The Winter 's 
Tale. 
At the beginning of the play, the friendship between Leontes and Polixenes 
conforms almost perfectly to the humanist requirements for ideal friendship. In the first 
scene, Camillo reveals that the kings "were trained together in their childhoods, and there 
rooted betwixt them then such an affection which cannot choose but branch now" 
(1.1.22-4). Allan Bloom notes that the play "begins with the celebration of a classical-
style friendship between two kings, Leontes and Polixenes, who have known each other 
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from childhood and have a perfect harmony in their reciprocal admiration of each other's 
virtues" (109). The men call each other "brother," and Polixenes tells Hermione of their 
childhood, 
We were as twinned lambs that did frisk i' the sun 
And bleat the one at th' other. What we changed 
Was innocence for innocence; we knew not 
The doctrine of ill-doing, nor dreamed 
That any did. (1.1.67-71) 
Polixenes' use of the adjective "twinned" affirms the men's equality, which extends not 
only to their virtue but also to their voice. He describes an utterly uncorrupted 
relationship wherein they exchange "innocence for innocence" and "bleat" for "bleat." 
Additionally, the men remember their childhood friendship, as MacFaul notes, "as 
valuable in itself, rather than as a mere preparation for adult friendship" (75). Polixenes 
recalls, 
We were, fair Queen, 
Two lads that thought there was no more behind 
But such a day tomorrow as today, 
And to be boy eternal. (1.1.62-5) 
Polixenes' sentiment recalls the humanist insistence on permanence in friendship with its 
characteristically nostalgic reference to eternal boyhood. It presents, MacFaul notes, "a 
vision of friendship which is outside time and therefore outside the economy of 
obligations, allowing pure goodwill" (75). 
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The adult friendship between Leontes and Polixenes is as ideal as their childhood 
relationship. As Bloom notes, "they do not use or need each other, at least not in any 
narrow sense" (1 09). And Camillo tells Archidamus that 
Since their more mature dignities and royal necessities made separation of 
their society, their encounters, though not personal, hath been royally 
attomeyed with interchange of gifts, letters, loving embassies, that they 
have seemed to be together though absent. ( 1.1.24-9) 
This account of the correspondence between Leontes and Polixenes strongly resembles 
the description that Erasmus gives of his relationship with Peter Giles in his prefatory 
letter to his Adagia. He, too, asserts that friends separated by distance "might well greet 
one another from time to time with presents for the mind and keepsakes of a literary 
description," and in this way maintain the integrity of their friendship. 
Despite the complete adherence to humanist tenets of ideal friendship, a fact that 
should secure the permanence of the relationship, a serious rift occurs between the kings 
in 1.2. Leontes flies into a jealous fit when Polixenes agrees to extend his stay in Sicilia 
at Hermione's request, though he had twice previously denied Leontes' appeal. Leontes' 
suspicion of both his wife and friend shifts the play onto a tragic course, destroying the 
happiness of nearly everyone involved. He commissions Camillo to poison Polixenes, 
and when both Camillo and Polixenes flee Sicilia, orders Hermione imprisoned and 
barred from seeing their son, Mamillius. He then denies his paternity of Hermione's 
unborn child, and when Paulina brings the infant before him, Leontes calls her "bastard" 
and commands Antigonus to take her "To some remote and desert place quite out I Of our 
dominions, and that there thou leave it, I Without more mercy, to its own protection" 
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(2.3.176-8). Leontes then brings Hermione to trial, either to prove or disprove her 
treachery by way of a declaration from the oracle at Delphi. Though the oracle proclaims 
Hermione and Polixenes innocent, Leontes refuses to yield his suspicions, proclaiming, 
"There is no truth at all i' the' oracle" (3.2.139). At that very instant, a servant announces 
that Mamillius, anxious and heartsick over the imprisonment of Hermione, has died, and 
Hermione collapses at the news. Thus, midway through the play, Leontes has lost wife, 
friend, son and daughter through his transgressions. 
Unlike the story ofValentine and Proteus, however, a simple apology and return 
to perfunctory ways of life will not suffice in The Winter's Tale. Leontes' only path to 
restoration of both his friendship and marriage lies in complete repentance and penance. 
Though Leontes immediately expresses remorse, he spends sixteen barren years filled 
with visiting the graves of his son and wife before the opportunity for restoration arises. 
He constantly relives the pain and guilt he feels over the deaths of Hermione and 
Mamillius. Moreover, unlike Proteus' apology in Two Gentlemen ofVerona, Leontes 
confesses his transgressions freely. He says to Polixenes' son Florizel, "You have a holy 
father, I A graceful gentleman, against whose person, I So sacred as it is, I have done sin" 
(5.1.170-2). The rediscovery of his daughter, Perdita, brings both Polixenes and 
Hermione back into his life. However, as Bloom notes, "there is reconciliation and a 
happy ending, but it does not restore the old world" (11 0). Though the play ends with 
Leontes and Polixenes as friends, Hermione reunited with her husband, and the promise 
of a marriage between Florizel and Perdita, it never quite escapes the shadow of grief 
over what has been sacrificed. There can be no return to the innocent boyhood ideal of 
friendship, no recovery of the time lost, and no resurrection ofMamillius. 
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MacFaul asserts, "In dramatic plots . . . friendship is presented as fleetingly 
impermanent, fragile, illusorily existing in the moment; its value is only fully recognized 
when it has passed" (196). Yet, in The Winter 's Tale, Shakespeare suggests another 
possibility. Though the idealistic friendship of their youth perishes with Leontes' jealousy 
early in the play, the men ultimately develop a more mature--one might venture to say, 
more virtuous-friendship fortified by suffering, humility, and forgiveness. They reunite 
in such a "manner that it seemed Sorrow wept to take leave of/them, for their joy waded 
in tears," not only for the restoration of their friendship but also for its fortification 
through the union of their children (5.2.46-7). 
* * * 
Unlike the humanist and courtly models of entire friendship, Shakespeare does 
not draw out a formula for ph ilia. For him, friendship is not ultimately a recipe of 
precisely calculated ingredients that produce a desired end. Rather, as Una Ellis-Fermor 
maintains, "The fairy-tale with [Shakespeare] ... becomes the vehicle of imaginative 
experience and interprets the real world more truly than do the records of actuality" 
(268). Where humanist advice pamphlets demand that "friendship must not be desired for 
profit or gaine," Shakespeare shows such friends as Antonio and Bassanio sacrificing for 
each other (Dorke "Precept IV"). The experience ofValentine and Proteus demonstrates 
more bracingly than any contemporary tract the dangers of false friendship. Despite early 
modem claims to the contrary, Portia and Nerissa, Beatrice and Hero, and Rosalind and 
Celia exhibit genuine and constant friendship in the face of adversity. And Leontes and 
Polixenes provide hope that friendship can be restored and maintained even between 
imperfect friends. After all, Shakespeare writes not about friendship in a theoretical light 
but about real friends. He peoples his plays with individuals bound together by equal 
affection and love, working out their relationships in whatever circumstances they find 
themselves. And these friends, in turn, show us in varying and complex ways how to 
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